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(ABSTRACT)

This study consisted of two main parts, the thermoviscoelastic

äßj characterlzation of Kevlar 49/Flberite 7714A epoxy composite lamina

and the development of a numerical procedure to predict the

GJ
vlscoelastlc response of any general laminate constructed from the

@)
same material. The four orthotropic material properties, Su,

S12,

S22,
and SSB, were characterlzed by 20 minute static creep tests on

unidirectional ([018, [l0]8, and [90118) lamlna specimens. The Time-

Temperature-Superposltion-Princlple (TTSP) was used successfully to

accelerate the characterizatlon process. A nonlinear constitutlve

model was developed to describe the stress dependent viscoelastlc

response for each of the material properties.

A new numerical procedure to predict long term laminate

properties from lamina properties (obtained experimentally) was V

developed. Numerlcal lnstablllties and time constralnts associated

with viscoelastic numerical techniques were dlscussed and solved. The

numerical procedure was incorporated into a user friendly

microcomputer program called Viscoelastic Composite Analysis Program



(VCAP), which ls available for IBM
’PC’

type computers. The program

was designed for ease of use and includes graphics, menus, help

messages, etc.

The final phase of the study involved testing actual laminates

constructed from the characterized material, Kevlar/epoxy, at various

temperature and load levels for 4 to 5 weeks. These results were then

compared with the VCAP program predictions to verify the testing

procedure (i.e., the applicabillty of TTSP ln characterlzlng composite

materials) and to check the numerical procedure used in the program.

The actual tests and predictions agreed, within experimental error and

scatter, for all test cases which included 1, 2, 3, and 4 fiber

direction lamlnates.

The end result of the study was the development and

valldatlon of a user friendly microcomputer program that can be used

by design englneers in industry to predict thermovlscoelastic

properties of orthotropic composite materials.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The use of laminated fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) composltes in

today’s world ls increasing due to their light weight and high

strength. One dramatic example of their usefulness recently was the

Voyager alrcraft, whose structure was composed of more than 90%

composlte materials and was able to circle the globe without

refueling. However, one problem with polymer based composite

materials is that they exhibit time dependent structural properties,

such as creep. These time dependent or viscoelastic properties are

also adversely affected by elevated temperatures, high humidity and

long time spans. For the continued use of composlte materials, and

for safety reasons, these properties must be better understood and a

reliable method to predict long term laminate creep needs to be

developed.

There are two major difficulties in understanding and predicting

long term properties of FRP composite materials. The first and most

obvious problem in characterizing and modeling long term material

behavior is the length of time necessary to perform the tests. This

problem is magnified for FRP composltes since they are generally

anisotropic requirlng the determination of more material constants

than the usual two for lsotropic materials. In order to minlmlze the

test time length, acceleration techniques have been developed, such as

1
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the Time-Temperature—Superposltion-Prlnciple which relates time and

temperature but such procedures are not without problems and

dlfficultles.

The second problem relates to the lnflnite number of possible

laminates that can be constructed from the same basic unidirectional

lamina since the individual plies are free to be stacked and oriented

in any manner. As a result, each particular laminate will have an

unique set of vlscoelastic properties, even though the fiber and

matrix materials are the same. Therefore, some method of predicting

properties, without actually physically testing each possible

lamlnate, is needed to aid the designer of composlte materials and

reduce testing complexity.

While progress has been made in the last ten years in

understanding the viscoelasticity of FRP composites, there are still

many unanswered questions that this study addresses. First, this

study fully characterized the thermoviscoelastic properties of a FRP

composlte material composed of Kevlar 49 flbers and Fiberite 7714A

epoxy with a cure temperature of 121° C (260° F). One reason for

examinlng a Kevlar based composite system ls that the flbers as well

as the epoxy are vlscoelastlc as opposed to the graphite/epoxy systems

where the fibers are tlme—independent or non-vlscoelastic. The .

characterization tests were performed at various temperature levels ln

order to accelerate the characterizatlon process and to better

understand the thermal effects. Nonlinear stress effects were also

included ln the characterizatlon. This portion of the study also
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included the development of constltutive models that descrlbe the

viscoelastic response so that they could be used in a numerlcal

procedure.

The second major portion of this study involved the development

of a numerlcal procedure to predict the laminate response once the

lamlna ls thermovlscoelastlcally characterized. This new procedure

overcomes the stability and time of calculation problems present in

the current numerlcal methods. An important aspect of this study was

the development of a. self-contained mlcrocomputer-based program that

encompasses this numerlcal procedure. This was done to facllltate the

use of the by program design engineers in industry who require

computer programs to be transportable, lnexpensive to operate, support

graphics and user friendly, all of which can only be accompllshed with

a microcomputer based program.

The three step process of characterlzing the lamlna, developing

long term compllance models, and using a numerlcal procedure to

predict the laminate response ls diagrammed in Fig. 1.1. The final

part of this study was the validation of this characterization process

and numerlcal procedures by testing actual laminates and comparing

them with the program predlctlon. The prediction and tests agreed

well for all laminate types and temperature levels tested.

Previous Efforts

Even though the elastic properties of FRP composite laminates are

fairly well understood, the viscoelastlc properties are still unknown
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for most composite systems. Only ln the last ten to twenty years has

any major effort been expended to understand the vlscoelastlcity of

polymeric based composlte materials. Early research in this area drew

heavlly on the work done on polymer materials [1-8,14,15]. Since FRP

composlte materials are organic polymeric materials, many of the

polymer vlscoelastlclty concepts are applicable, however, the theorles

had to be generallzed and modified to account for the anlsotroplc and

nonhomogeneous nature of composites. New testing techniques were also

needed for characterlzing FRP composites to reduce the testing time

and to account for their anlsotroplc nature.

There are various methods to characterlze a material for

vlscoelastlc properties such as creep tests, stress relaxatlon tests,

dynamic mechanlcal testing, etc. [9-18]. Through these tests, an

understanding about the time dependent compliance and modulus ca.n be
‘

obtained for the material property deslred. For example, the time

dependent compllance can be determlned from a creep test since the

load, which is constant, is known and the straln can be recorded at

various times. For an lsotropic material only two independent

variables are needed, such as Young’s modulus and the shear modulus,

but an orthotropic material has nine independent variables [19-22].

These nine variables can be reduced to four if one conslders only a

two dimenslonal plane and assumes a plane state of stress. This ls

acceptable since most FRP composites are made from thin lamlna sheets

and the loading ls generally ln—plane loads. However, for a complete

characterization of an orthotropic composite, all nine variables
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should be determined. From a practical standpolnt, this may be quite

difficult.

One problem with viscoelastlcity for any type of material is how

to represent the compliance or modulus functions. A great deal of

work has been spent to derive models that will accurately describe the

vlscoelastic response. One of the slmplest and still the most widely

used models is the power law for the compliance function. For linear

vlscoelasticity, this model requires only three parameters to be

determlned from test data (five for nonlinear vlscoelasticity), which

makes it easy to implement and use. The power law was used by Findley

[23-28] to successfully descrlbe compliance of various laminated

materials, such as asbestos, rayon, canvas, polyethylene, polystyrene,

for both linear and nonlinear viscoelasticlty. He used hyperbollc

sine functions to represent two of the three parameters to descrlbe

the nonllnear stress aspects of creep.

Another commonly used model ls an lntegral equatlon method which

was developed by Schapery [33,34]. This model is based on

thermodynamlcs and has been shown to descrlbe the viscoelastic

response of composite materials very accurately [29-32,35,3S]. One

draw back with this model is the seven parameters that need to be

determined from experimental data, dictating a large number of tests.

In addition to the Integral model, Schapery has contrlbuted to the

understanding of the experimental as well as the theoretical aspects

of composlte viscoelastlcity. He has generated a tremendous amount of

test data on various composlte systems. Along with the data he has
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given insights on test methods and techniques, plus an understanding

of the data and how to flt it to various viscoelastic models.

Other models include fractlonal exponents and a general power law

[12,37-39]. Both of these hold promise since they can describe a

secondary plateau, or rubbery region, which polymeric materials

exhiblt. Free volume based theorles have also been used and have

great future promise, especially for polymeric composites [40-43].

Adams, et al, [44-46] has also done extensive experimental and

theoretlcal work in composite viscoelastlclty. They showed that one

could characterlze the resin and fiber separately and then predict

unidlrectional lamina properties through the use of a finite element

computer program [47]. However the results where limited to only

predictlng lamina properties and no effort was made to predict

laminate properties.

Other noteworthy contributions to the understanding of FRP

composlte viscoelasticlty are Crossman, et al, and Weisman, et al.

They both have done experimental as well as analytlcal work. Crossman

[48-51] has done a large amount of work in characterizing linear

vlscoelastic properties of composites in adverse temperature and

humldity environments. He has shown that humidity can be used to

accelerate the testing process of some FRP composites. Humidity shift

factors can be calculated and master curves developed similar to

temperature derived master curve. Weisman [52-56] has extensively

investigated the thermoviscoelastic response of FM—73 adhesive and

also has examined humidity and damage aspects of composite
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viscoelasticlty. There has been and still is a large effort in Europe

[38-39,57-58] and in Russia [12,59-71] to understand composite

viscoelasticity.

At Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University a large

effort has also been expended in characterizing vlscoelastlc

properties of composite materials under the guldance of Brlnson

[72-82]. The work started with Yeow [72] who looked at the T300/934

graphite/epoxy fiber reinforced composlte system. He used temperature

to accelerate the testing and then used the 'l‘1me-Temperat.ure- ·

Superposit1on—Pr1nciple (TTSP) to obtain master curves for

unidirectional material. By this method he was able to obtain creep

compliance curves for over 25 decades of time from short term (16

minute) creep tests. His shifted curves correlated fairly well with

25 hour creep tests that were performed to verify the master curves.

The master curves were for the transverse (S22) and shear ($66)

compllance terms. The fiber direction (Su) and the coupling term

(S12) compliance were found to be only elastic or time-independent.

He also formulated a method to predlct rupture times for lamlnated

composites and developed a numerical method to predict the

stress—strain response of composites.

Griffith [73] later continued pursuing this idea of predicting

the viscoelastic properties of fiber reinforced plastic laminate by

using the TTSP. He showed that the stress and temperature could both

be used as shifting parameters to generate master curves. He

proceeded to generate the transverse (S22)
and shear

(S68)
compliance
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master curves for the same composite system, T300/934. These master

curves were used to predlct the compliance of various off—ax1s lamina

samples and then were compa.red to actual long term tests on those

samples. The agreement was fairly good for unldirectional cases but

no work was done for predicting laminate compliances. Time—to—failure

predictlons were also performed using a modified kinetic rate theory.

Continuing this work at VPISSU was Dillard [74,77,78,8l] who also

studied the T300/934 graphite/epoxy system. Using the creep test data

obtained by Griffith, he characterlzed and modeled the nonlinear

time—dependent properties for the
S22

and
$66 terms. He used the

Findley Power Law model to descrlbe the S22 and $66 terms. The Su

and
S12 terms were assumed time—1ndependent. Based on the previous

work of Yeow [72], he developed a numerlcal procedure that would

predict the creep, stresses, strains and t1me—to—fa1lure of a general

laminate constructed from T300/934 material at 160° C (320° F). In

some cases the agreement was good but in others (most noticeably for

lamlnates constructed with three or more layers at different fiber

angles) the predlcted compliance would deviate from the actual test

results. Creep rupture predictions were also made for various

laminates with limited success. Although the TTSP was not used, it

was shown that laminate viscoelastic properties can be predicted at a

particular temperature if the lamina properties are well characterlzed

at that temperature.

Later work by Tuttle [75,79] showed that the T300/5208

graphite/epoxy system could also be characterized at a certain
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temperature and then by a numerlcal procedure the lamlnate

viscoelastic properties could be predicted. This showed that the

characterization and prediction method for laminate properties

developed prevIously can be used for different composlte systems. One

notable difference In his characterlzatlon process was the use of the

Schapery Integral to describe the nonllnear compliance of the S22
and

SSB terms (the S11 and S12 terms were once again assumed

tIme—Independent). He also showed that the power law exponent used In

most creep models Is very sensItIve and long term predictions could

contain large errors since the error grows exponentially In time.

Heil [76], while working at VPI&SU continued this investigation

Into the understanding of viscoelastlcity of composite materials. He

examined T300/934 graphite/epoxy and generated long term creep

characteristics as a function of stress and temperature levels. He

also looked In detail at the resin system and tried to Infer certain

characterlstics of the unIdIrectIonal lamina properties. He used the

Schapery Integral approach to model the S22
and Sgß compliance terms.

He also compared lamlnate predlctlons to actual tests.

Overview of Current Study

. The first phase of the current research was the characterization

of the Kevlar 49/Fiberite 7714A epoxy composlte system for

thermoviscoelastic properties. This partIcular composite system was

examined since the fibers and epoxy are both viscoelastic and

therefore all material properties are tIme dependent, and also because
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of its increased use in industry. Three basic specimen types,

unidlrectional 0°
100 and 900 coupons, were used to determine the four

orthotropic compllance matrix terms (Su, S12, S22, and SSB) by means

of static creep tests. All terms were found to be both temperature

and stress dependent [58,83-84], which required that each material

property be tested at various temperature levels and stress levels.

Due to the vast number of possible tests needed to completely

characterlze each compllance term, specimens were reused where

possible. The TTSP was used to develop master curves for each of the

compliance terms in order to obtain long term results.

Constltutlve models were then developed from the test data. for

each of the four compliance matrix terms (SH, S12, S22, and $66) that

describes both linear and nonllnear temperature and stress effects.

While various established models such as the Flndley power law,

Schapery integral equatlon, partial fraction equation, or the

generalized power law, were examined a new model called the quadratlc

nonllnear power law was developed and used in this study. Various

nonllnear stress parameters, such as the octahedral shear stress, were

also examlned for use in the constltutive model.

One of the prlnciple objectlves of the research performed in this

study was the development of a computer alded engineering (CAE)

program for use by design engineers in industry for designlng

composites structures with vlscoelastic response. The experiments

performed were aimed at developing and testing this program. The

models developed for the compliance matrix terms from the experimental
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data, were integrated into a new computer program to predlct lamlnate

propert1es. This program overcomes the problems and restrlctlons,

such as numerical lnstabilltles, restrlctions on time step size,

difflculty in user operation, temperature range, that plagued the

VISLAP program developed by Dillard [85-91].

The new program, Viscoelastic Composite Analysis Program (VCAP),

was designed to run on a
’PC’

or compatible mlcrocomputer to

facilltate ease of use, to reduce operation costs and to increase the

portabllity of the program from computer to computer. The program was

written ln the PASCAL programming language for its graphics ability,

ease of programming, portabillty to many computers, and modular

programming style which aids maintenance and later addition of more

options. Extensive use of user interface aids such as menu screens,

graphics, and error help messages were included to make the program

user friendly. The program allows the operator to use models and

material systems other than the Kevlar/epoxy system characterized in

this study. In addition to the VCAP program, data reduction, curve

flttlng and curve shlfting programs were also developed to aid others

in analyzlng creep and creep recovery tests to characterlze their own

material systems.

The final phase of the study involved testing actual lamlnates ,

constructed from the characterized material, Kevlar/epoxy, at various

temperature and load levels. These results were then compared with

the VCAP program predlctions to verify the testing procedure (1.e.,

the applicability of TTSP in characterizlng composlte materials) and
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to check the numerical procedure used in the program. The actual

tests and predictlons agreed well for all test cases which included 1,

2, 3, and 4 fiber direction lamlnates.

Other subjects associated with viscoelastic characterization and

testing procedures were also investlgated. These include examining

the ’flber truss’ effect, mechanical condltionlng, and temperature

condltionlng.

Summary

In summary the purpose of this research was to obtain a better

understanding of the vlscoelastic response of Kevlar/epoxy lamlnates

under various temperature and loading conditions. The end result ls a

mlcrocomputer based computer program to predict the time-dependent

stresses and stralns of any polymeric composlte laminate. Other

benefits of this research is a comprehensive test method of nonllnear

characterizatlon of composltes for various stress and temperature

levels.

The basic procedure followed in this research was first,

unidlrectional speclmens were tested at various temperature and load

levels. Second, nonllnear constitutlve models were developed for an

orthotropic material that included both temperature and stress

effects. Third, a microcomputer program was developed to predlct

lamlnate vlscoelastlc properties. And fourth, the testing procedure

and program was validated with actual creep tests on lamlnates.



Chapter 2

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Various basic subjects regarding composites and viscoelasticity

are revlewed and special terminology used in this study are defined.

The subjects covered are the analysis and termlnology of orthotropic

materials, experimental methods to determine the compliance matrix of

orthotroplc materials, linear and nonlinear viscoelasticlty

vlscoelastic constitutive models, and the T1me-Temperature-

Superpositlon-Princlple (TTSP).

Compgsite Orthotropic Materials

Fiber relnforced plastic (FRP) composite materials are

constructed from two different materials, long or short fibers and

resin. The particular composite system of interest in this study is

made with long continuous fiber that are relatively stiff and strong

when compared to the resin. When these fibers are oriented in a

single direction within a resin matrix, they are referred to as an

’un1d1rectiona1 lamina’. Although the thlckness of a lamina can be

any size, it is generally only 0.1 — 0.2 mm thick due to processing

constralnts. The real benefit of FRP composite materials is the

ability to combine unidirectional lamina layers together in any

direction to form a laminate structure. If all the layers are

oriented in a single direction then it is generally referred to as an

14
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unldirectlonal laminate, or just an unidirectlonal composite. The

unidirectlonal laminates used in this study to characterlze the

material system were constructed with 8 or 16 unidirectional plies

(1.0 mm and 2.0 mm thick, respectively).

The most general material type classification for a

unidlrectional composite is transversely isotropic which has five

independent material properties. However, since the thlckness of FRP

composites is generally thin ln comparison to the width and length

they are more convenlently classified as a two dimensional orthotropic

material with only four material properties. In general, for an

anlsotroplc material the elastic stress strain constitutive equatlons

can be written in tensor form as

cu = SUN 0*kl 1,,j,k,l = 1,2,3 (2.1)

cu = strain tensor

0*kl = stress tensor

SUN = 81 term compllance tensor (only 21

independent constants)

but for a two dlmensional orthotropic unidlrectional lamina with no

out-of-plane loads (0*3G= 1:23= 1:31= 0) this will reduce to [19]

{S1} [S11 S120cz
= S21 S22 0 0*2 (2.2)

712 0 0 S88 T12
or

{c) = [61 (0*}
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where

ci, +:2 = in-plane stralns

712 = 2c12 = ln·~plane engineering shear straln

0*6, 0*2 = ln-plane normal stresses

*:62 = in-plane shear stress

S = reduced compliance matrix

The reduced compliance matrix can be written ln terms of the

engineering properties as
V

su = 1/Eu (2.3a)

$12 = $26 = "’12/zu = "’21/1-:26 (2.3b)

S62 = 1/B22 (2.3c)

$66 = 1/C62 (2.3d)

where Eu a.nd E22 are the stlffness or modulus ln the flber and

transverse direction, respectively, um and um are the Pols$on’s

ratlos, and G62 is the shear modulus. Slmllarly, the Su ls commonly

referred to as the fiber direction compllance, S62 as the

flber/transverse coupling compllance,
S22

as the transverse direction

compllance, and
S66

as the shear compllance.

The subscrlpt numbers 1 and 2 used with the stresses and stralns

refer to the local coordlnates or the principal direction of the

lamlna wlth the 1 direction parallel with the flbers as lllustrated in

Fig. 2.1. The global coordlnate system uses the subscript letters x

and y for the lamlnate (or global) stresses and stralns. This
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convention ls well established in the composlte literature (although

not the only one) and will be used in this study.

Since laminates are constructed from plies at arbitrary

orientatlons lt is necessary to relate the local and global coordinate

systems through transformation matrices. These relationshlps for

stress and strain are

= =
-1

{0+12 [T1] {0+xy or {0+xy [T1] {0+12 (2.4)

- = ·1
{c}12

— [T2] {c}xy or {c}xy [T2] {c}12 (2.5)

where the transformation matrices are defined as

2 2 2 2m n 2mn m n mn[T1] = [nz mz -2mn] [T2] = nz m2 —mn] (2.6)
2 2 2 2—mn mn m—n -2mn 2mn m—n

where m = cos(6) and n = sin(9). Using Eqs. 2.2, 2.4 and 2.5, the

unrotated or local compliance matrix [S] can be transformed to the l

rotated or global coordinates as

_ -1 _ -1{c}xy — [T2] {c}12 - [T2] [S][T1]{0+xy (2.7)

where [S] = [T2]_1[S][Ti]

The bar above the S now signlfies the global coordinate with the

subscript numbers 1,2 and 6 now representlng the global coordinate

system. Written out in full, the rotated SU is

§ = s
m‘

+ (2s + s )m2n2 + s
m‘ (2.8a)

11 11 12 66 22
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· _ 4 2 2 4
522 - Sun + (2512 + 568)m n + 52211 (2.8b)

· _ — _ 4 4 _ 2 2n) + (Su + S22 566)m n (2.8c)

· _ ' =
_ _ 3 _ 3

516
— 561 (2511 2512 566)m n + (2512 2522 + SB6)mn (2.8d)

·· _ ·· _ _ _ 3 _ 3
526 - 582- (2511 2512 S66)n m + (2512 2522 + 566)nm (2.8e)
— _ _ _ 2 2 4 4
566

— 2(2511 + 2522 4512 566)m n n) (2.8f)

These rotated compliance terms will be used extenslvely in chapter 4

for developing the numerical procedure to predlct the creep of any

general laminate.

The stress, strain or stiffness analysis of a laminate is more

convenlently done using the constitutive relations written in terms of

the reduced stlffness matrix

(diz = [Q]{c)12 (2.9)

where [Q1 = rs1" &Ild [61 = r§1’*

The advantage of using the stlffness matrlces ls that they can be

algebralcally added, which cannot be done with the individual ply

compllance matrlces, to produce the laminate stiffness, [A],

.
*‘

- k[A] = X
[Q] tk (2.10)

k=1 .

where N is the total number of plles

Iölk ls the xehxhete stxrrhess er the k°" pxy xh gxehex

coordlnates
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tk ls the thickness of the kth ply

The laminate stiffness matrix allows the laminate load or elastic

stralns to be calculated, dependlng on which is initlally known, by

{N} = [Al{c}° (2.11)xy xy

or

<€>° = [Al_1{¢r}€ (2.12)
xy xy

Once the laminate strains are known then the individual ply strains

can also be calculated by

k _ k t _ P
=

In e{wlw - [Q1 {0912 (alu} [Q] {dm (2.13)

where {6):2 ls the total laminate straln and {6):2 ls the resldual

lamlnate strain in the local coordlnate system of
kth ply. The

residual straln can be regarded as any non—elastlc straln such as

thermal, hygroscopic, or viscoelastic creep strains. The process

described above ls commonly referred to as Classical Laminatlon Theory

(CLT) which is more fully examined in Refs. 19-21.

One major disadvantage ln deallng with the reduced stiffness

matrix [Q] is viscoelastlc creep ls generally expressed in terms of

compliance. Therefore the compliance terms, Su, S12,
S22,

and S88,

are functions of time which inhlblts the direct inverslon of the

compliance matrix to get the stlffness matrix which ls used in

Eq. 2.10 since they are not direct lnverses of one another

([0] ¢ [S]-1). There are numerical methods available to convert from
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the time-dependent compliance to stlffness for linear systems but the

process is dlfflcult to implement.

Numerlcal methods have been developed to solve the lnverslon

problem for composite materials by solvlng for the creep stralns and

then treatlng them similar to thermal loads [74-75]. Chapter 3 will

examine these numerical procedures in more detail. The final solution

l method to be used for this study will only rely on the reduced

compllance matrices.

Regardless of whether the stlffness or compllance form of the

material properties is used, there are certain assumptions inherent ln

the CLT that should be noted. Flrst, a given straight line normal to

the laminate surface will remain normal and straight after

deformatlon. This is referred to as the Kirchoff hypothesls. Second,

no out-of-plane loads are accounted for so that only in-plane or

bendlng loads are permitted. Lastly, CLT ls a solution method for

point stresses and strains and does not account for free edge effects

which have been documented for the elastlc case [19,20]. This study

examines the free edge effect for vlscoelastic response in chapter 4.

ggpgrlmental Methods to Determine Creep Compliance

There are four compllance terms to be determlned experimentally

to fully characterize a FRP composite, Su, S12, S22, and SSB. The

most common method in determining the compliance is through the use of

reslstance foll straln gages mounted on test specimens loaded under a

known stress. By knowlng the strain and stress fields it ls possible
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to calculate the compllance. Although other methods are available to

measure straln, such as extensometers and Molre interferometry, straln

gages still remain the most widely used method. Further details on

the actual strain measuring devices used in this study are discussed

in chapter 4.

The Su is typically determined by loading unldlrectlonal

lamlnate, [0]x, in the fiber direction and measurlng the axlal straln

and obtaining Su = 01/cl. Likewise, S22 can be calculated by

measuring the strain transverse to the flbers in a [90]x specimen when

the speclmen is loaded in the transverse direction, S22= 02/cz. The

S12 (=S21) is best determlned by loading a [0]* specimen in the flber

direction and measurlng the stralns transverse to the flbers, giving

S12 = 01/::2. However, S12 could also be determlned by loading a [90]x

specimen ln the transverse direction and recording the stralns ln the

flber direction, giving S12 = S21 = 02/::1. The second method however

is lmpractlcal since the transverse direction ls not strong enough to

withstand the stress levels, 02, necessary to produce measurable ci

stralns due to the stiff fibers relative to the matrix.

The determination of SSB is more difficult and susceptible to

error than the other compliance terms. There have been numerous

studies, Yeow, et al [72]. Brouwer [39], Pindera and Herakovlch [93],

Pipes and Cole [92] to name a few, conducted on methods to determine

shear compllance of composite materials. One method that has received

wide use and acceptance is the 10° off-axis test proposed by Chamis

and Sinclair [94]. For most composite materials where Su ls a order
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of magnltude greater than the S22 and SSB, the shear straln, 712, when

normalized to the axlal strain, cx, is close to a maximum at 10° which

facilities accurate straln measurements. For Kevlar/epoxy, the

maximum ls at approximately 9.0° as shown in Fig. 2.2. However the

10° off-axis test is sensitive to misalignment of the strain gages or

load direction. To verify the reliability of the test for the

Kevlar/epoxy composlte system used in this study, tests were performed

on 10° and 30° off-axis speclmens. The results for both tests, shown

in Flg. 2.3, are nearly identical and confirms the usefulness of

off-axis tests for shear compllance.

The shear strain,
712,

is measured by use of a three gage rosette

such as a rectangular or delta rosette strain gage. By knowing the

strains in three directions, the transformation matrices can be used

to back calculate
712

and ultimately the shear compllance. This study

used the rectangular rosette type strain gage mounted in the 0°

direction as shown in Fig. 2.4. Using Eq. 2.4 the shear straln in the

local coordlnate system ca.n be written in terms of the global stralns

712 = (cy- ::x)sin(29) + 7xycos(29) (2.14)

Similarly, the actual gage strains can be expressed in terms of the

global coordinate system giving

ex = ::92 (2.15a)
ey = ::91 — ::92 + cga (2.15b)
1xy = cgi - ::93 (2.15c)
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where 691 6g2 and 693 are the strains in gages 1, 2 and 3,

respectlvely.

Substitutlng Eqs. 2.15a-c into Eq. 2.14 and setting 6 to 10°

gives the shear strain in terms of only the gage strains

712 = 1.282 691 — 0.684 692 - 0.598 693 (2.16)

The shear compliance can then be easily be calculated for a load in

the 0° direction (0*x) by recalllng

SSB erw = 712 (2.17)

Since 0*2 = 0*12 = 0,

SBB sln(29) 0*x = 2712 (2.18)

or

S =l{7.495€ -4.0006 -3.4956 } (2.19)
86 (Tx 91 92 93

Therefore, since cr , 6 , 6 , and 6 are known, S can be
x gl 92 93 66

easily calculated.

Viscoelastlclty

Viscoelastlcity, the study of time dependent response of

materials with memory, is the central topic of this study. While

there are many aspects of vlscoelasticity, the discussion herein will

focus on the constitutive relationships and viscoelastlc models

currently used to describe and understand creep. The reader ls

directed to the many good books on viscoelasticity [1,9,10,12,13] for
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a broader and more complete understanding of the subject.

Vlscoelastlcity ls commonly associated with the process of creep

where the material undergoes a change ln deformatlon even under

constant load. Slmllarly, creep recovery refers to a material slowly

returnlng to lts original configuration after a load has been removed.

Vlscoelastlclty ls also commonly associated with stress relaxatlon

where the
‘
stress of a deformed body changes with time but the

displacement or straln is fixed. As with creep, the material may

return to its natural state after the deformation is released.

Another name for vlscoelasticlty ls heredltary solld mechanlcs since

the materials exhlblt a memory llke behavior. While most materials

have little or no detectable vlscoelastic behavior, polymerlc

materials, such as the Kevlar/epoxy composlte examlned in thls study,

exhlblt strong viscoelastic behavior which needs to be understood.

The end result of any study of the viscoelastic response of a

material ls to develop a mathematlcal relationship to descrlbe the

observed stress—straln relationship. For a material under creep

loading, the general ized const itut ive equat ion for linear

vlscoelastlcity can be stated as

cU(t) = SUkl(t) vu i,j,k,l = 1,2,3 (2.20)

where SUkl(t) is the tlme dependent compliance matrix and cruo ls the

input or known stress function which ls defined as
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¤}l(t) = ¤ll°H(t) (2.21)

where H(t) is the Heavyside function. Similarly, for stress

relaxatlon, the constltutive equation is defined as

v1J(t) = Cljkl(t) cklo l,j,k,l = 1,2,3 (2.22)

where Cijkl(t) is the time dependent stiffness matrix and ckl ls
0

defined as

ckl(t) = ck] H(t) (2.23)
0

The creep compliance can easily be obtalned by subjecting a material

to a static load and observlng the deformation. However, the

relaxation stiffness ls much harder to obtain since a constant strain

field must be maintained while the stress is monltored. Since it was

not necessary to know the stlffness matrix for the present study and

due to the dlfflcultles in performlng stress relaxation tests, only

creep and creep recovery tests were performed. The stlffness can be

calculated from the compliance [29-31] but lt is not a trivial task

since they are not the simple lnverse of one another as with elastic

materials.

For linear viscoelastlcity, Eq. 2.20 can be generalized for

various loading states as

cU(t) = SUkl(t) o*kl°H(t) + SUH(t—t1) (cn!-vuo) H(t—t1) +

.. + .. SiJkl(t—tn) (olln-skin-1)
H(t—tn) (2.24)
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where n ls the total number of different stress levels and wm ls the
Il

stress level at time n. This equatlon can be further generallzed to

give the Boltzman Superposition Principle.

t d0·H(1)
cU(t) = SUkl(t—1) -——•T| d1 (2.25)

-®

where —¤¤ ls generally taken as 0 assuming that the material has

experienced no previous stress or strain historles. This. integral

form, also commonly referred to as a Duhammel integral, is only valid

for linear vlscoelastic materials [9,13].

The compliance matrix has been shown analytically [31] to be a

symmetrlc tensor. This also has been shown experimentally by Morris,

et al., [55]. Thus for an orthotropic material in plane stress, the

constltutive equatlon for constant stress can be written as

c1(t) Su(t,T,0‘) S12(t,T,0*) 0 0*1
0

c2(t) = S12(t,T,0*) S22(t,T,0*) 0 0*20 (2.26)
712(t) 0 0 S86(t,T,0·) 112

0

where T represents temperature and 0· is the nonlinear stress parameter

which can be best defined as a function of various components of the

stress tensor cu. For the one dimensional case, the nonllnear stress

parameter would be only the stress in that one dimension. The

nonllnear stress parameter will be discussed in detail in the

’Nonllnear Stress Parameter' section of this chapter. The four terms
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shown are the four independent material properties of an orthotroplc

composlte lamlna. Note also, that the compllance terms are no longer

just functions of time but of temperature and stress level. As wlth

the nonllnear stress effects, the temperature, and other acceleratlng

factors such as molsture, will be presented later in this chapter.

The models described in the following section will present various

nonlinear compllance models that use a nonlinear stress parameter.

Viscoelastic Constltutlve Models

This section will examine brlefly some the more popular

viscoelastic compllance models used ln both linear and nonlinear

viscoelasticlty. They will only be presented here from a one

dlmenslonal polnt of view, l.e. c(t) = S(t,¢)·c, but all four

compllance terms of an orthotropic material under plane stress can be

modeled slmllarly.

The mechanlcal analogy model of springs and dashpots ls one of

the most basic and easlest to understand models for viscoelastlclty.

By placlng a sufflcient number of sprlngs and dashpots in series

and/or parallel, any linear material property can be accurately

modeled. The most commonly used configuration to model creep

compllance ls a series of Kelvin elements (a single spring and dashpot

in parallel) with a single free spring as shown in Fig. 2.5. Fbr

linear springs and dashpots the compllance function becomes
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II -1: 1;/“1] 12.271
o — 1

1=1

Where E Is the sprlng stiffness and p Is the dashpot vlscosity. The

model shown In Fig. 2.5 Is considered a vIscoelastIc solid since there

Is no permanent flow. If a single dashpot Is added In series, thereby

allowing permanent deformation to occur, the resulting model would be

considered a vlscoelastic fluid [10]. These linear mechanlcal models

can be extended to include nonlinear stress effects by simply allowing

the sprlngs and/or dashpots to be nonlinear. This idea Is more fully

developed In chapter 3 when the numerlcal procedure to solve nonlinear

viscoelastlc problems Is presented. The major drawback of using

mechanical analogy models Is the large number of parameters that must

be defined or determined.

One of the first models to consider the nonlinear stress effect

was the multiple Integral by Green and Rivlln [95] which Is based on

the Volterra-Frechet Integral. For general loading this model Is

expressed as

1 1 1 1

s(t) = S (t - r) —gE$El dr + S (t—r t-1 t-1 )•
1 dr 3 1* 2* 3

•-Q —Q
-¤

—N .

d¢(t1) dc(t2) d¢(r3)
TTT dT1dT2dT3 + • „ • „ ••1

2 3

This model Is slmllar to the Boltzman Integral for the first Integral
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term. The additional terms, while complex, simply allow the nonllnear

effects to be modeled. While thls model can accurately model most

vlscoelastic materials, the complexity of the model llmlts its

usefulness. Even if the expression is limited to only trlple

lntegrals, there are still 12 kernels to be determlned experimentally

which is beyond the ability of most testing methods and patlence of

many lnvestigators.

Another method to account for the stress nonlinearities ls

through the use of a superpositlon princlple similar to the Time-

Temperature-Superposition-Princlple, TTSP, (see the TTSP section).

Given the basic equatlon

S(t,v) = S° + bv AS({) (2.29)

where bv = vertical shift factor

{ = reduced time given by { = t/av and ad is the

horizontal shift factor due to the stress level

one can see how the various stress effects could be shifted to

generate a master curve based on short term testing. This expression

has been used for nonlinear stress effects ln graphite/epoxy

composites by Griffith [73] with some success. However, this scheme

does not lend itself to a numerical procedure and thus was not pursued

as a vlable model.
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Power Law Based Vlscoelastlc Constltutlve Models (Both Linear

and Nonlinear)

The simple power law

S(t) = Sc + mtn (2.30)

where So ls the lnstantaneous compliance, and m and n are constants,

ls a common method used to descrlbe the linear vlscoelastlc response

of a material . This model has been shown to work well for a large

variety of both metallic and polymerlc materials. The power law can

be modified to include nonlinear stress effects by assuming both So

and m ure functions of stress. Findley [23-28] proposed that the

stress function should be in the form of a hyperbolic sine function,

such that

so = S; slnh(v/vs) (2.31a)

m = m' sinh(v/v-) (2.31b)

n = constant (assumed independent of stress level)

where Sl, vs, m', and vl are material constants. Even though thls

model (often referred to as the Findley power law) is baslcally an

empirical model, lt has been applied to various material systems with

success [27,27,78]. The advantage) of the power law is in its

simplicity and relatlvely few constants which need to be determined

from experimental data.

This study used the power law but instead of the hyperbollc sine

function to model the nonlinear stress effects, a simple quadratlc
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function was used, giving

S(t,c·) = (1 + g«2)s° + (1 + r«2)mz“ (2.32)

where S0 and m are the linear constants and g and f are the

nonlinear stress constants. The reason for this modification was two

fold. First, the hyperbolic sine function can cause numerlcal

difficulties at hlgh stress levels since the slnh function increases

rapidly for values larger than 1. Second, by simply allowing f a.nd g

to be zero, the linear form is regained, whereas with the slnh

function, f needs to go to infinity, which is conceptually and

numerically more difficult. Furthermore, the general idea of the

nonlinear effect being a higher order effect of the linear case is

also easily understood. This model will be referred to as the

’quadrat1c power law’ in this study.

The equatlon parameters for both the Findley and quadratic power

law models, 5 total, (So, m, n, f, and g for the quadratlc power law),

can be obtalned solely from creep tests. The linear terms, So, m, and

n, are first determlned by using a least—squares fitting routine. The

nonlinear terms, f and g, are obtalned by fitting the quadratlc

function to a series of S° and m values that were determined from a

series of creep tests at different stress levels. A least—squa.res

routlne is also used in this model flttlng. An interactive computer

program was written to do the model fittlng on a mlcrocomputer, which

is described in Appendix A. While some investigators [31,76] have

argued that creep recovery tests should be exclusively used to
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determine the exponent n, this study on Kevlar/epoxy composite showed

that both creep and creep recovery tests will give the same n value as

is graphically shown in Fig. 2.6. Other tests that were conducted in

this study showed similar results. Furthermore, the accuracy of fit

for the creep data was substantially better than for the creep

recovery data, based on the coefficient of variation (Fig. 2.7) for

all tests. Therefore, this study used only the creep test data in

determlning the viscoelastic parameters.

Another insight obtalned from Fig. 2.6 ls the exponent
'n’

of the

power law ls dependent on the temperature of the test. Since the time

and temperature are related through the TTSP, this temperature

dependence can also be viewed as a time dependency. The low

temperature tests are representatlve of the relatively flat initial

portlon of a power law curve whereas the higher temperature tests

reflect the curve at longer times where it is changing rapidly

(Fig. 2.8). Thus, it ls not surprising for the low temperature to

have a low
'n’

value since they are trying to model the flat initial

region of the power law. The
'n’

value does tend to become constant

for the higher temperature tests since they are in the upper portlon

of the curve where it is changing rapidly. Similarly, Heil [76]

showed that the
'n’

value increases as the length of the creep tests

increases but will become constant at some point, presumably when the

creep tests enters into the upper portions of the power law. In view

of this effect, short term tests should not be used to model long term

effects but master curves or actual long length tests where both the
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initial and upper portion of the power law curve are evident should be

used. This study uses master curves, constructed using the TTSP, which

enables
’n’

to be obtained for the entire curve at one time.

In recent years the general power law has increased in

popularity. The linear model can be written as

ts - S )
S(t) = S + ...L_.._2... (2.33)9 (1 + 1/t)¤

where Sg ls the initial (or glassy) compliance, Sr is the long term or

rubbery compliance, r is the characterlstlc time of the power law and

n ls the power law exponent. This model has four parameters, which ls

one more than the simple power law. This allows the rubbery plateau

region of the compliance, which is common in polymerlc materials to be

modeled. Figures 2.8 and 2.9 show how the simple and general power

laws compare in both normal compliance and log compllance scales.

Schapery Integral §Nonlinear Viscoelastic Constltutlve Model)

Another wldely used nonlinear viscoelastic model is the Schapery

integral model which ls derived from the fundamental principles of

irreverslble thermodynamics [29-34]. This model has been used

successfully on graphite/epoxy composites [76]. For uniaxial stress

the final form for straln ls written

t d(g 6)
c(t) = gbS°6 + gl} AS(¢ - ¢') ———ä%——— dr (2.34)
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where

So, AS(¢) = initial and translent compllance for the

linear viscoelastic response

t I

¢ = W(t) = I
-ä£—

0
0’

T I

vv = •/·'<*> = ( "‘;t
0

0‘

g°, gl, gz, av = nonlinearizlng stress functions

It should be noted that both S0 and AS compliances are independent of

stress and the nonlinear stress effects are introduced through the go,

gl, gz, and av terms. The ac can be considered as a ’stress shift

factor' similar to the temperature shift factor aT (to be dlscussed in

a subsequent section). While the AS function is not restricted to any

particular form, the power law, AS(¢) = m¢°, ls generally used for

convenience. Equatlon 2.34 then becomes

° n d(g2q)
c(t) = gbS°c + glm (¢ — w') -1;;-- dr (2.35)

—¤

If the nonlinear parameters are equal to
‘1

(g$=gi=g2=av;1) then the

linear Boltzman Superposition Princlple equation ls obtained

(Eq 2.25). For a simple static creep test, with the load equal to ag,

Eq. 2.35 can be further simplified to
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glgzmtn
c(t) = gS + ——-—— 0* (2.36)

0 0 h 0a.0*

This form 1s similar to the nonlinear power law type models prevlously

reviewei, except for the form of the nonlinear stress functions, which

are compared in Table 2.1.

Table 2. 1. Comparison of Functions for Compliance.

Schapery Findley Quadrat 1c Bas 1
cIntegralPower Law Power Law Power Law

g°(0·) s1nh(0/0*5) (1 + 30*2)
1

g1(0*) g2(0*)
2 ·

—-—— s1nh(0*/0* ) (1 + f0* )
a (0*)“ °0*

Since the form of the stress functions can be chosen arb1trar1ly for

the Schapery model, the difference between the three models is only

minor. For a more detailed der1vat1on and understanding of the

Schapery integral as applied to composite materials, refer to Tuttle

[75] or Hell [76].

The Schapery integral equations in the forn of Eq. 2.35 require 7

constants to be determined from the experimental data as opposed to 5

for the nonlinear Findley or quadratic power law model. The

additional parameters allow more flex1b1l1ty 1n modellng the nonllnear
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stress effects but have the disadvantage of requirlng additional

experimental tests to obtain those parameters. To determine all seven

parameters, creep and creep recovery data must be used in a four step

curve fltting procedure. The first two steps determine the linear

parameters, S0, m and n, from creep and creep recovery data in the

linear stress range. The remaining nonlinear parameters, go, gi, gz,

and av, are determined from the creep and creep recovery data in the

nonllnear stress range. Two difficulties in using this procedure are:

first, the linear and nonllnear stress range must be determlned before

the flttlng process and second, recovery data must be used. While the

first objection can be overcome by repeated fittings until the best

linear and nonllnear ranges are found the second poses more serious

drawbacks. The strain in a creep/creep recovery test should

theoretically return to zero for a true vlscoelastlc solid, which ls

the assumption of the Schapery integral model. However, actual tests

have shown that the recovery many times does not return to zero and

the concept of permanent deformation must be introduced [75,76]. This

permanent deformation ls generally subtracted from the creep recovery

data before calculating the 7 parameters by curve fittlng.

Furthermore when repeated tests are performed on the same speclmen,

which ls necessary when using the Tlme—Temperature-Superposition-

Principle (see later section), the creep recovery data becomes very

sensitive to long term recovery of previous tests. This is especially

true at high test temperature. Also the weight of the grips, which

must remain attached to the speclmens in the ovens during the creep
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recovery portion of the test, can have a significant effect on the
S22

and
S68

compliance terms due to the low stiffness and strength of

those compliances.

This study will use the quadratlc power law model due to Its ease

of use and understanding, and the ability to get all parameters from

the creep curves. Also, the difference between the Schapery

Integrals, quadratic and Findley power law models In the final form

dlffer only In the stress function form which Is totally arbltrary

(see Table 2.1).

Nonlinear Stress Parameter

The expresslons for the nonlinear power law type models and

Schapery Integral model presented previously were sImplIfIed for a one

dimenslonal type material In a uniaxial stress state. In those cases

the nonlinear stress parameter was simply the applied stress level,

the only stress component. However, for materials In a state of plane

stress, such as composite laminate, there can be three stresses, 61,

62, and 1*12, all of which could affect the viscoelastlc response.

Furthermore, this stress state can be broken down Into the matrix and

fiber stresses giving a total of six stresses that could possibly

influence the nonlinear stress effect. The most general form of the

nonlinear viscoelastic compliance term would be

SU = SU(T,t,6§,6;,1§2,6:,6;,1*:2) = SU(T,t,¤*) (2.37)

where f and m superscript refers to the flber and matrix stresses,
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respectively and 0- Is some combination of the stresses referred to as

the nonllnear stress parameter. In matrix form the equation would be

c1(t) Su(t,T,0-) S12(t,T,0-) 0 0-1
0

112(t) 0 0 S66(t,T,0-) -:12
0

In order to account f0r the stress Interaction, the matrix

octahedral shear stress,
-::ct,

was Introduced by Schapery [31], and

has been used successfully by others [74-76] for use with composite

materials. The general form for ls

1
n _ 1 n __ ¤ 2 ¤ 2 n 2 n 2 2

Tact
— 5[(0-1 02) + (0-1) + (0-2) + 6(-:12) ] (2.39)

where the matrix stresses are given by

qm
1 — y 0 q1 E E 12 111 11«“'

= 0 1 0 ¢ (2.40)2 2
I_ -:12 O 0 1 -:12

However,
-::ct

Is only appllcable for those compliance terms, mainly

Szzand $86, where the fiber direction stress, 0-1, does not influence

the nonlinear creep. For graphite/epoxy composites, has worked

well [74-76] since the fibers are non—vIscoelastIc and thus only the

S22
and

SSS compliance terms need to be modeled. For Kevlar/epoxy

composites, the Su and S12 compllance terms are viscoelastic and
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require some sort of nonlinear stress parameter. Because, the

stresses In the matrix will have little effect on the creep In the

fiber direction, T:ct cannot be used for the nonlinear stress

parameter In the Su and S12 terms.

Griffith [73] in his study of viscoelastlc effects of

Graphite/epoxy composites used a simple but seemly effective nonlinear

parameter of 62 (=6;) for S22, and *:12 (=*::2) for SBS which will be

referred to as the ’dIrect stress method’ In this study. He thus

neglected the stress Interaction between the different stresses but

still had reasonable results. This was used In the present study with

the added nonlinear parameter of 61 for Su and S12 since this Is the

dominant stress for both of those compliances. Various numerical

creep predictions were performed on the Kevlar/epoxy laminates to

ldentlfy the difference between using the *::ct or direct stress

method. The results of these tests showed no difference (<0.1%) for

all test cases. The final constitutive relationship used In this

study to describe the nonlinear stress effects are

0 610

(sah) S12(t,’l‘,o*1) S22(t,T,62) 0 620 (2.41)
712(t) 0 0n

where S‘j(t,T,0') = SU (1 + gU62) + mu (1 + fU62)t U.
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T1me—Tempgrature-Supgrpgsition—Prlnclple

The Tlme-Temperature—Superposit1on—Principle (TTSP) in

viscoelasticity, simply stated, relates time and temperature effects

on the behavior of polymers. This principle, also known as the Time

Translation Equivalence, Method of Reduced Variables, or Time

Temperature Analogy, is important in characterizlng the time dependent

response of polymer based viscoelastic materials because the

temperature parameter can be used to accelerate the time dependent

processes, such as creep. Even though the TTSP is generally

considered an empirical process and relies heavily on experimental

data to formulate the time temperature relationship, it has been used

extenslvely in characterizing polymer based materials with good
A

results. One of the main objectlves of this study is to characterize

Kevlar/epoxy, where both the fibers and resin are polymers, for long

perlods of time using only short term tests. This requires an

accelerated test method such as the TTSP. Basic background

information concerning the TTSP will be presented in this section

along with simple examples demonstrating its usefulness and

methodology of application.

Leaderman was first to explicitly state that time and temperature

are related, formlng the basis of the TTSP {96]. He noted that the

creep compliance curve at an elevated temperature is the same shape as

a creep compliance curve at a lower temperature but displaced in time.

This effect, which is also referred to as contraction of the time

scale or reduced time, is best understood with a graphical example
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such as Fig 2.10. In princlple, any part or sectlon of a creep

compllance curve can be obtalned quickly by simply changing the

temperature and shlfting the curve horizontally by the shift factor ar

(_a_I_ ls defined in detail in the following paragraph). By extendlng

this concept to multiple compliance creep curves at various

temperature levels, one can readily see how a long term master curve

can be constructed by horizontal shlftlng the short term individual

curves together as graphically shown in Fig. 2.11. The TTSP also

works equally well on creep recovery, modulus, and vlbration type
n

tests. Also there has been some effort to extend the TTSP concept to

yieldlng and delayed failure.

The relationship between time and temperature is generally

referred to as the shift factor, a_l_, which ldentifies the amount of

horizontal shiftlng one curve must under go to match another curve at

a different temperature, as shown in Fig 2.10. This shift factor

could be thought of as a scaling time factor which relates the time,

t, at the reference temperature with the reduced time, t', at a

different temperature. This relationship ls generally written as

er = (2.42)
which can be simplifiedtot

t' = -8; (2.43)

lf aT does not change with time. This requires the temperature to be
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consta.nt, which ls generally true for most experimental tests.

Therefore, given a creep compliance function at a reference

temperature To,

S(T,t) =S +S(T,t) (2.44)
0 0 C 0

the creep compliance at another temperature, T, becomes

S(T,t) = S + S (T
.t’) (2.45)

0 C 0

or

S(T,t) = S + S (T ,t/a) (2.46)
0 c o T

where the shift factor, aT, is known at the reference temperature.

This shlftlng process is more obvlous if the log of Eq. (2.43) 1s

taken

Log t' = Log t — Log aT (2.47)

The creep curve at the new temperature can now be viewed as a simple

shifting of curves in log time by the amount of Log ar. The shifting

will be left lf Log a_r ls positive (the new temperature ls below the

reference temperature) and right if Log ar ls negative. Although this

is the accepted convention in the western world there are other

conventions.

Every temperature will have a different a_r and the function that

relates ar and temperature is called the shift factor function. An

example of such a function ls shown in the upper right hand corner of

Fig. 2.11. A tremendous amount of effort has gone into using the TTSP
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on a wide variety of materials with the hopes of flnding a single

shift factor function for all materials. However, the shift factor

function ls still generally determlned experimentally by performing

various creep, creep recovery, or dynamic loading tests at various

temperatures and time periods.

There are, however, two well known and well used equations

developed for shift factor function that work for a wlde variety of

materials. The most famous is the WLF (Williams-Landel-Ferry) [4]

equatlon given as

-C1(T — To)
Log ST = (2.48)

2 ¤

where T° ls the reference temperature (C) which ls generally the glass

transltlon temperature Tg, T ls the actual temperature (C), and Ci and

C2 are constants. This equation has been found to fit experimental

data for many polymeric based material when C1 and C2 are equal to

17.44 and 51.6, respectively for the temperatures between T9,and

100° C above the Tg. For a further understanding of the WLF equation

see Ferry [1].

A second equation that has been generally used for temperatures

below the Tg ls based on the Arrhenius equation

a_r = B exp{—%%} (2.49)

where B is a constant, AH ls the activation energy, R is the universal
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gas constant, 1.985 cal/mole—K, and T is temperature. By taking the

log of both sides and integrating between the reference temperature

To, and the deslred temperature T, gives the better known form of

Log ar = - (2.50)

where T and TO are in degrees Kelvin.

Even though both the WLF and Arrhenius equations have been shown

to work well with many material systems, experimental data still

should be used to determine the shift factor function of any new

material. Therefore, it can be said that all shift factor functions

are emplrical and any function could be used to descrlbe the shift

factors. Along these lines, this study will use a simple linear

function for the shift factor function due to its simpllcity and ease

of use in the numerical scheme which will be employed.

Although this study will not examine humidity or molsture

effects, others have shown that these also behave similar to

temperature in that the superposltion prlnclple can be used

[51,65,66]. The T1me—Temperature—Moisture—Pr1nciple (TMSP) would then

include a molsture shift factor into the reduced time parameter, t',

BS .

t' = 7.% = (2.51)
1· ll rx

where an ls the moisture shift factor and am is the combined shift

factor. Crossman and Flaggs [48] were able to successfully obtain a
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two dlmenslonal plot showing the combined shift factor as a function

of temperature and moisture for :45° cross ply laminates made from

graphlte/epoxy. Others have also proposed that stress be used as a

shift factor similar to temperature and molsture, which has been

termed as the Time—Stress—Superposltion—Princ1ple (TSSP) [40,73].

The TTSP dlscussed so far has been theoretically applicable only

to °thermorheologically simple material' (TSM). This class of

material generally includes only isotropic and homogeneous materials

with only one viscoelastlc component. On the other hand

’thermorheologically complex materia1s’ (TCM), includes two part

materials such as composite materials, where it is possible for both

the fibers and resin to have different vlscoelastic components. For

TCM vertical shiftlng of creep compliance curves may become necessary

for all temperature ranges, whereas vertical shiftlng is only

necessary above the Tgfor TSM. There are a number of methods to
perform the vertical shifting but most rely on visual inspection of

the shlfted curves. Griffith [73] gives a review of the many vertical

shifting methods and the difficulties encountered in trying to include

vertical shlfting.

This study will not use vertical shifting ln the construction of

master curves even though both materials in the composlte system

tested are viscoelastlc which would classlfy the composite TCM. There

was three main reasons for this; first, the flbers will dominant the

fiber direction compliance, Su, and the flber/transverse coupllng

compliance, S12, and llkewise the resin will dominant the transverse
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direction compllance, S22, and shear compliance, S68. Thls domination

in the respective dlrections wlll cause the results for each direction

to behave like a TSM. The second reason ls the vertical shiftlng

involves a visual or subjective decision on the shifting amount. In

addition, the many different methods available for vertical shiftlng

in itself casts doubt on lts rellabillty. Recall, one of the end

results of this study ls a self contained test procedure for

accelerated testing of tlme dependent properties of composite

materials and a computer program for the design englneer in industry

and thus slmpliclty ls of prlme importance. Third, Ferry [1] stated

that there should be no vertical shifting in the glassy region for

most polymer materials. The temperature ranges that the Kevlar/epoxy

system used in this study were within the glassy region. A further

justlflcation is the good and repeatable results obtalned in using

only horizontal shifting on the Kevlar/epoxy conposlte system tested

ln this study which will be presented in later chapters.

As mentloned ln the previous paragraphs, the shifting process

needs ta be automated to insure conslstency and ease of use. For this

purpose an automated curve shlfting procedure was developed and

lncorporated into a computer program. The program requires the

individual short term curves, up to 30 at one time, and then it will

calculate the best fit to form a master curve at the reference

temperature of the first curve. For a complete understanding of the

theory used and operating procedures, refer to Appendlx D.



Chapter 3

NUMERICAL SOLUTION METHODS FOR VISCOELASTIC

ORTHOTROPIC MATERIALS

Solving time dependent or viscoelastlc problems for a homogeneous

lsotropic material can be involved and tedlous. Extending this to

nonhomogeneous and anlsotropic materials such as layered flber

relnforced composlte materials can be nearly impossible for closed

form solutions. However, with numerlcal methods, the designer or

englneer of these materials ca.n predict, with reasonable accuracy, the

vlscoelastic response without doing actual creep tests on each

possible laminate.

The overall criterlon for an acceptable vlscoelastic numerlcal

method ls one that will be stable for large time steps, converge to

the correct answer, and mlnimize the necessary computer memory and

time requirements. In addition to these conditions, this study

requires the numerlcal method to operate on a microcomputer, which

further restrlcts the computer memory and time. However, there are

many benefits to using a microcomputer, such as ease of use,

transportabllity, and ease of access to the program. Also, design

englneers are able to make the design process, with its many ’what if'

conditions and numerous rerunning, preceed easier and faster.

This chapter will examine various numerlcal methods that have

been used in solving numerlcal vlscoelastlc methods. A new method,

58
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called the Nonllnear Differential Equatlon. Method (NDEM), which is

based on the prony series, will be lntroduced and compared with the

currently available methods. The latter part of this report will deal

with the actual implementation and verification of the NDEM method.

Previous Numerical Work at VPI&SU

The concept of predicting the viscoelastlc response in any

general lamlnate has been previously investlgated by others at

Virginia Polytechnlc Institute and State University. Yeow [72] and

later Dlllard, et al,[74,77] proposed using known unidirectional

material properties (obtained experimentally) of a composite lamina to

predict the nonlinear viscoelastic response of any general laminate

constructed from the same material by numerical methods. They

examined the graphite/epoxy T300/934 composite system and closely

predlcted the response of various general laminate composites.

Others, Tuttle [75] and Heil [76], have also used this basic concept

to predlct the response of other graphlte/epoxy systems.

The numerlcal solution method used by Dlllard was based on

classical lamlnation theory, with time incremented in a step fashion.

The solution scheme first calculates the static stress and then begins

the time step lncrements. The strain state is determlned at t+At,

[using the stress state at time t and the viscoelastic constitutive

equation for that particular material. The stress state ls assumed to

be constant throughout the time step from t to t+At. The new ply

stresses are then determlned at t+At based on the current creep
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strains and the applied mechanical load. This cycle is repeated, with

the new stresses substituted back into the nonlinear compliance

functions, until the stresses converge. A new time step is then taken

and the process is repeated. The algorlthm for calculatlng creep

stralns is similar to the classical lamination theory method of

calculatlng the strains due to thermal loads. This procedure was

implemented on an IBM mainframe computer and was called VISLAP

(VIScoelastic LAmlnat1on Program) by Dillard [77].

There were three major difficulties with VISLAP and its numerical

method. One, the basic algorithm of substituting old stresses back

into the nonllnear compliance functions, and repeatlng the solution

process until all stresses converge can have stability problems. This

algorithm of successlvely substitutlng an unknown variable into a set

of equations until convergence is achieved is called the Gauss—Se1del

or successive substitutlon method, and is not unconditionally stable.

For example, if the coefficient matrix, [C], in the following set of

equations, represented in matrix form,

[C]{x} = [B] (3.1)

ls not positive definite then lt will not converge [97]. In some

laminate cases, predomlnantly two fiber angle laminates, VISLAP was

unstable for this reason.

The second difficulty with VISLAP concerns the large time step

size necessary to reach a solution for problems covering long time

spans. If the time step ls sufficiently large, stabllity problems
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wIll arlse. VISLAP basically uses a flrst order forward Integrating

method, called the Euler Method [98], to solve for the creep stralns

at each step, which wlll have a maximum step size to remain stable.

In conjunctlon wlth the tIme step size problem Is the third

difflculty with VISLAP; the actual computer time and computer memory

space needed for a solution grows exponentially with each additional

tlme step. Since the solution method Is based on solvlng a

convolutlon Integral, the creep strain must be recalculated over the

entire time span back to the Initial start time for each time step.

This requires that all stresses at each time step must be stored and

used for calculations at the next time step. This recalculation of

the creep strain Integral at each time step becomes more tIme

consumlng with each additional step. In order to mInImIze the

computer solution time and memory, VISLAP Increases time step sizes In

a logarithmlc manner as the solution progresses. However, as stated

earlier, this can cause numerical Instablllties.

In order to overcome some of the problems In VISLAP but still

retaln Its ability to calculate the complex, time dependent stress and

straln state of an orthotroplc composite laminate, various common

numerlcal solution techniques will be Investlgated In the following

sections. Also, a new method will be presented which resolves all the

problems deallng with stabllity and solution time length.

Direct Iteratlon of the Volterra Integral

VIscoelastIc problems naturally fall Into the broad class of
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mathematlcal problems called convolutlon Integral equations, of which

the Volterra Integral equation of the second kind ls the most common.

The general form of the Volterra equation Is

X

u(x) = f(x) + AI k(x,t) u(t) dt (3.2)
Q

where u(x) Is the unknown function and f(x), k(x,t), and A are known

functions or constants. By simply changing the varlable and function

names and forms, the well known hereditary Integral In viscoelastlclty

[10] becomes evldent.

zam = « sm + [su--:) BBQ az (6.61
0 Ö1?

o

where c(t) Is the total strain, S(t) Is the compliance function, and

¢(t) Is the stress function. This form Is for a single homogeneous

material. For a material made from multiple homogeneous layers, I.e.,

composlte laminates, the total strain c(t) will be a function of the

stresses In each of the plIes and Eq. (3.3) becomes

e

dr (a.4>
o

which Is a Volterra Integral of the second kind.

A simple example of such a system would be a one dlmenslonal

lamlnate material that Is constructed from two parallel materials as

Illustrated In Fig. 3.1. The two materials have different compliance
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functions and the complete laminate is under a constant load. In this

example one material will be elastic and the other viscoelastic with

0} and cé as the stresses ln material 1 and 2, respectlvely and 0; as

the total applied stress. If S(t) represents any time dependent

compliance function then

‘
6«2mc2(t) = 0é(0)S(t) + S(t-I) --5;-- dt (3.5)

o

By using the relatlonships

c1(t) + c2(t) = c(t) (3.6a)

c (t) + v (t) = v (t) = v (3.6b)
1 2 0 0

E1c(t) = 0}(t) (3.6c)

(3.6d)

lt can be shown that

•···E·;·——· '

T
= S(t'T) —···?E——— Ö1: +c·2(o)o

or

0é(t)[E1+Eé] = c;Eé- EIEZ S(t-r) ———EüF—— dt — E1E2¤é(o)S(t) (3.8)
O ,

This can be further slmplified by integrating by parts to give
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ex-: EE ° dt (3.9)
1 2 1 2 0

This form can be more easily evaluated since S(t) Is usually given and

Its derivative can be calculated directly, whereas 0é(t) Is not known

and Its derivative is difficult to find. Eq. 3.9 Is In the standard

convolution Volterra Integral form which has been studied In detail by

others [99-101] from a mathematical point of view. Once 0·2(t) Is

known, the total strain c(t) can easily be calculated from Eq. 3.6a-d.

It should be noted that the one dimenslonal example presented a very

simpllfied case and for a more natural multidimensional material the

equatlon would not only be more complex, but there would be several

coupled equations and not just one. However, to understand the basic

principles and dlfficulties In solving the Volterra by numerlcal

methods, the given example will be examined.

A closed form solution of Eq. 3.9 Is possible for certain

compliance functions, S(t), such as a linear dashpot model where

S(t) = t/p, or a Kelvin element model where S(t) = l—exp(-tE/u).

However, compliance functions with solutions are scarce and are found

for only simple functions. One Important function that is widely used

In linear viscoelastlc analysis, and does not have a closed form

solution, Is the vlscoelastic portion of the power law equation (see

Fig. 3.1)
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S(t) =
mtn

(3.10)

where m and n are constants. Since closed form solutions are

difficult to obtain and llmited to certain compllance functions,

numerlcal methods need to be applied to obtaln most solutions.

Four concepts to be considered when employing numerical methods

are convergence, error, stabllity, and solution time. The solution

time length becomes especially critical when dealing wlth convolution

Volterra Integrals, due In part because v(t) and öS(t—t)/ät

contlnually change with each new time step. This requires the

complete Integral to be recalculated for each new time step. Unlike

standard lntegrals, past results cannot be used to calculate future

points, but the total Integral, from t°(t=0) to the current time, t,

must be recalculated. At long times, I.e. large number of time steps,

this method can require a tremendous amount of time and computer

memory storage. If, however, the time steps can be varled, such as

short steps at the start where the function Is changing rapidly and

long steps towards the end where the function Is changing slowly, then

this method can be economical.

Convergence Is generally not a problem for a non—sIngular kernel

or compllance function, S(t). However It does become a concern If the

kernel Is not well behaved or is singular. The power law (Eq. 3.10),

which Is used extensively In vlscoelasticity, ls classified as weakly

ysingular, meaning the derivative at some poInt ls slngular or

undefined (at zero for the power law). The solution of the Integral
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can converge with weakly slngular functlons If the time steps around

the weakly slngular point are sufflciently small. Convergence of the

power law and Its associated problems will be demonstrated wIth an

example later In this section.

Stablllty or numerical osclllations can occur In the solution of

numerical problems. Even If the problem seems to converge and the

error Is small, It could diverge after a certain tIme step or step

size. Two common causes of stability problems are: 1) the numerlcal ·

preclsion of the computer or code, which leads to round off errors and

truncation, and 2) the time step size. Generally the precision of the

computer Is not a problem or can be solved by upgrading to a better

computer or programming language. On the other hand, most numerlcal

solution techniques have a limit on the time step size before
E

stablllty becomes a concern. All forward or explIcIt numerical

Integration techniques, which are generally used for the convolution

Integral, are not absolutely stable for all time step sizes [98,99].

This Is a serious concern wIth viscoelastic analysis since lncreasing

time steps are necessary to reduce the computer calculation tIme and

memory size, as explalned In the preceding paragraphs.

Error Is associated wIth the accuracy of the computer and the

algorithm used to solve the problem. Various algorithms have been

developed [99,100] for the solution of convolution Integral equatlons

which Include, In ascendlng order of accuracy, Euler, Modified Euler

or trapezoidal, Simpson rule with trapezoldal end, Simpson rule with

ärule, and Runge-Kutta. The higher order methods take more time for
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each time step but the accuracy ls generally higher and larger time

step sizes are possible. The trapezoidal algorithm will be presented

in detail to demonstrate how the Volterra Integral can be solved

numerlcally. Other methods are similar and will not be presented.

However, the solution of the example problem presented earller by all

methods mentioned above will be compared at the end of this section.

An approxlmation for the convolution integral can be written

tl 1 1
K(tl—1:) 6*(·r) dt E hZwU K(tl-*:1) o*(*rj) = h wu KU 0*(1*j)

5-o 5-00

1= 0,1,2,..N (3.11)

where h is the step size, KU = 8S(ti—1*j)/61:, and ww are the welghts

for the appropriate integration rule. For example, the weights for

the trapezoidal method are ww= wH= ä, a.nd wU= 1. All of the

precedlng welghts assume equal step sizes. In this manner the first

few steps of Eq. 3.9 for the trapezoidal method are

6* (t =0) = (3 11a d)2 0 E + E ° '1 2

6*°E1 E1E2h°,2(t1) = + Ü-}? [w10K1o°'2(t0) + w11K11°,2(t'1)]1 2 1 2

=..¢;‘i.+.% lg ,,-(t)+1K „(t)
E+E E+E 21120 211211 2 1 2

ix «<1>+x «c1>+1z um22 E1+EI2 E1+E2 22020 2121 22222
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0* EI E E 1-1
«.<1.> = + §[ ¤..«.<1.> + ·<„.«.<·=.>] + Z¤<.,«.<~=,>1 2 1 2 1=1

In each of these steps the unknown stress, 02(ti), can be factored out

a.nd solved for by manipulating the equation algebraically. However,

If the kernel K(t) Is nonlinear In terms of stress, then all 1

nonllnear equations would need to be solved slmultaneously. This

quickly becomes prohlbltive since there will be thousands of time

steps In a typical problem, which translates to solving thousands of

nonlinear equatlons simultaneously. SIm1la.r relationships to Eq. 3.12

can be constructed for other Integrating schemes. For higher order

methods such as the Simpson rule or Runge—Kutta, a starting procedure

[100-104] needs to be used which should be of the same order of

magnltude In accuracy.

To evaluate the use of the Volterra Integral for viscoelastic

materials, the one d1mens1ona1 example described at the beginning of

this section (Fig 3.1) will be used. Two different but common

compliance functions, S(t), were chosen to be examined, a dashpot,

S(t) = t/11, where 11 1s the viscosity constant of the dashpot and a

power law, S(t) =
mtn,

where m and n are assumed given.

The dashpot function has an exact solution to Eq. 3.9, which wIl1

be used to verify the numerical results,

0*2 = 0*0 (3. 13)
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where A = EIEZ/h(E1+ E2) and cg ls constant. Five different

integratlng techniques were used to solve the example problem: Euler,

trapezoidal, trapezoidal with 3-point starting technique, Simpson with

3-point starting technique and trapezoldal rule for even last data

point, and Simpson with 3—point starting technique and 3/8 rule for

the even last data point. The results are shown on Fig. 3.2. Even

though the time step, h, was large, all but the Euler method are

within acceptable accuracy limits.

The second compllance function to be examlned, the power law, has

no closed form solution to compare with the numerlcal results.

However, by examlning the results of various integratlng techniques

the solution can be deduced. The same five lntegratlng techniques

used for the dashpot test case were also used for the power law

(constants m = 5 and n = 0.2) and the results are shown in Fig. 3.3.

The time step was h = 0.1, two magnltudes smaller than for the dashpot

example, but unlike the dashpot results the power law results vary and

even osclllate. If the step size is reduced, the solution tends to

converge to smaller values (Fig. 3.4) and it becomes evident that the

time step size affects the solution convergence. The solution does

seem to slowly approach a limitlng value as h e 0.0.

The solution of the power law function ls inaccurate because lt

is a weakly singular function at zero. The derivatlve of the power

law at zero is infinity and the derivatlve changes rapidly for small

values of time. This requires very small time steps, (äl0·6) near the

origin for any of the numerical integration techniques to converge.
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However, with small time steps, the time required to solve the problem

increases tremendously whlch then limits the time span. The time step

size can be lncreased as the time becomes larger but there will be an

upper limit on step size before stabllity dlfflculties develop.

In concluslon, the direct numerical integration of the Volterra

Integral for linear vlscoelastic problems is not recommended. The

biggest difficulty was the long run times necessary for any numerlcal

solution to converge when using the power law compliance function.

This was caused by the weakly singular nature of the power law. Other

difficulties would be the inclusion of nonllnear stress effects, thus

creating a large number (on the order of hundreds) nonlinear equation

that would need to be solved simultaneously. It should also be noted

that the above difficulties would be magnlfled for multidimenslonal

materials such as orthotropic composite materials.

Prony Series in Modeling Linear Viscoelastlc Resngnse

The Prony series is a method to model vlscoelastlc response that

is derived from a series of Kelvin elements. This series can best be

understood by first looking at a single Kelvin element, which has a

spring and dashpot in parallel as shown in Fig. 3.5. The Kelvin

element needs two parameters to descrlbe lts response to a given load

or dlsplacement, the spring constant, E ,and the dashpot viscoslty, p.

The load or stress, cg, and the strain, c, can be related by summlng

the stress in both the spring and dashpot.
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0* + 0* = 0* (3.15)s d s

Substltutlng the constltutlve equatlons for a sprlng and dashpot gives

cE + cp = 0*0 (3.16)

Solvlng for c, and assumlng 0·° ls constant wlll give

0·am = —§‘1—[1 — e EV"] (3.17)
Thls can be generallzed with a series of Kelvin elements as

II

1 -Eat/51
e(t) = 0· —— 1 — e 1 (3.18)0 E1

l=l

where n ls the total number of Kelvin elements ln the series. As a

further generallzatlon, a single sprlng can be placed ln series wlth

the Kelvin elements such that

h0* —E t/c(•;)=—L+¤· —L 1-e
‘

"1 (3.18)E 0 Es l
1=1

where Es ls the spring constant ln the single sprlng. Eq. 3.18 ls

often referred to as a Prony series which can model the creep of a

vlscoelastlc material accurately lf the retardatlon times (1* = 11/E) of

the individual Kelvin elements are properly spaced. Slnce one Kelvln

element lnfluences the straln over about 1% decades of time, the
retardatlon times should be spaced about one per decade of time that

is being modeled.
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One advantage of the Prony series is its ability to accurately

represent any data over any time span lf enough elements are used.

This ls especially useful if that data ls not uniform or does not

conform to any general curve shape. Of course, this ls also a

disadvantage since a large number of material properties, two for

every element, are required. In a contrast, the linear power law only

has 3 parameters, c = co + mtn, to descrlbe the linear viscoelastlc

straln response. Another major difference between the Prony series

and the power law ls the extrapolation of creep response outside the

actual collected data range. The Prony series is derived or fltted

only to actual data and after the last data point the series stops.

The power law ls also derived from actual data but after the last data

point the equation still lndlcates or predicts a change in creep over

time. Although prudent engineering prohlblts the use or extrapolatlon

of results past actual collected data, it is still useful to

understand the expected creep response or trend.

One of the most important advantages of the Prony series is that

each Kelvin element can be solved independently as a dlfferential

equatlon (see Eq. 3. 15) and then the solutions can be summed together.

A differentlal equation in the form of Eq. 3.15, allows the use of

common and well understood numerlcal methods for solving dlfferentlal

equatlons. Since the problem has been transformed to solvlng

dlfferentlal equations and not a convolutlon lntegral (i.e., the

Volterra Integral) the solution techniques are simpler and easier to

lmplement on a computer. The results of each time step no longer need
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to be stored and reused to calculate future creep steps like the

convolutlon method requires. All information needed to take another

time step is available in the current solution of each dlfferential

equatlon.

The concept of uslng Kelvin elements and their respective

differential equations to solve viscoelastlc problems was presented by

Zlenklewicz, et al [87,105]. They used the differentlal equation

formulation in conjunction with the finite element method to

successfully solve geometrlcally complex problems. The constant

stress solution, Eq. 3.16, was used to develop a solution technique.

By taking a small time step, Eq. 3.16 can be written as

« —E(t+At)
V

.. ¤ H[ss 1 — e
° t+At

« -§Az im « —§tc+m;)
=T:L

°” ‘°“ *?L "°“

-EAt 0· -E t o· ~§At=e“
äl-ep +—E° 1-ep

-EAt cr
—‘EAt=e“

[c]
+i—1—e“

(3.19)c Ez

where ls the straln from the previous time step solution and At

is the current time step size. If the stress ls constant for all time

steps, Eq. 3.19 will give an exact answer to Eq. 3.15. However, in

most practical problems, the stress is constantly changing due to
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relaxation, temperature changes, load changes, etc. If the time step

is small and the stress changes gradually, then Eq. 3.19 gives

accurate results as shown by Zienkiewicz.

In order to describe the viscoelastlc response over long periods

of time, Kelvin elements with different relaxatlon times may be

combined in series as shown in Fig. 3.6. Each Kelvin element is

described by a differential equatlon and the solution can be written

in the form of Eq. 3.19. These solutions can then be summed together

to give the total strain

T. [1 13.2111
1=o t+At 1:0 t 1

where l is the total number of Kelvin elements in the series.

Solution techniques based on Eq. 3.20 have been widely used for

stress analysis of linear lsotropic materials for limited time spans

[88,89,105]. There are three main deflciencles with the Eq. 3.20

formulatlon. First, only linear viscoelastlc materials can be

analyzed, whereas many of today’s materials, specifically plastics,

are nonlinear. A nonlinear viscoelastic material will have a

different compliance and rate of change of compliance at different

stress levels. Since Eq. 3.20 does not account for these

nonlinearlties, the numerical results will possibly not agree with

actual experimental results. Hendriksen [89] and Roy [107] have

extended the Zlenklewlcz method to include nonlinear stress effects by

reformulating Eq. 3.20 as part of the Schapery Integral model.
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However, both used a forward expliclt solution nethod which limits the

time step size before lnstabillties develop as ls dlscussed ln the

next paragraph.

The second drawback of Eq. 3.20 ls that the time step size has an

upper limit at which the numerical solution technique wlll become

unstable since the equation ls a forward difference or an expllclt

method. Only an implicit numerical method can be ’unconditlona1ly

stable' for all time step sizes [98]. Limitlng the time step size ln

a viscoelastlc problem, which can span many decades of time, ls a

concern since large time steps become necessary toward the end of the

problem. The large but unstable time step problem can been overcome

by returning to the original differentlal equatlon, Eq. 3.16, and

formulatlng a higher order solution technique that is stable, such as

the Modified Backward Euler method [98]. Both Snyder and Bathe [106],

and Booker and Small [88] have successfully used this for isotropic

materials.

Third, Eq. 3.20 ls only a first order numerlcal solution

technique, commonly referred to as the ’Euler Method', for

dlfferentlal equatlons. To increase the accuracy and/or decrease the

number of steps necessary, a higher order solution technique should be

employed. Again by using Eq. 3.16 directly, a solution method can be

used to increase the accuracy.

Other general problems with Eq. 3.20 are the constant stress

assumptlon at each time step and the difficulties of using it with

orthotroplc materials. However, the two advantages of not having to
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store all past results and not having to recalculate strain at

previous time steps for every new time step taken overshadows the

dlsadvantages. The following section will present a method to extend

the Prony series method to solve orthotroplc, nonllnear vlscoelastlc

problems for long time spans.

Nonllnear Differential Eguation Method with the Progy Series

The basic concepts of Kelvin elements and Prony series presented

in the previous section will be utilized and extended to include

nonllnear effects, viscoelastic orthotroplc materials, and

uncondltlonally stable time steps. It was these three dlfficulties

that limited the use of the Zienkiewlcz dlfferentlal equation method

for vlscoelastic analysis.

The basic differentlal equation for a single Kelvin element can

be written as (see Eq. 3.15 and Fig. 3.5)

Ä = —§- v - —%— e (3.21)

Where D is the compliance of the spring (1/E) and A ls the retardation

time (u/E). Both the compllance and retardation time are considered

known and can be obtalned from the Prony series used to descrlbe the

vlscoelastic response (see Eqs. 3.17 and 3.18). A single differential

equatlon of the form Eq. 3.21 can be used for each term in a given

Prony series.

Up to this point only one material property has been dealt wlth

at a time. However, all materials are defined, as a minimum, by at
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least two material properties which need to be considered

slmultaneously. Isotroplc materials are generally described by

Youngs’ Modulus and Poisson’s ratio, whereas orthotropic materials

have four independent material in-plane properties which are commonly

referred to as the fiber direction stiffness (Eu), the transverse
direction stlffness (B22), the shear modulus (BSB or G12), and
Poisson’s ratio of the fiber direction to transverse direction (1212).

In condensed matrix form, these properties relate stress and strain as

O. O/O„ ·O„/O,. O O.
cz = -1:12/Eu 1/B22 0 02 (3.22)

712 0 0 1/G12 °'12

where cl and 01 are strain and stress, respectively, in the fiber

direction, czand 02 are strain and stress in the transverse direction,

respectively, and
712 and 012 are shear straln and stress,

respectlvely. The matrix containing Bu, B22, 012, and G12 is
referred to as the compliance matrix [S] which can be written as

°1
A S11 S12 0 v1

ez = S12 S22 0 02 (3.23)

112 0 0 „S66 °'12

where Su, S12, S22, and
S86

are the four independent properties

needed co characterize an orthotropic material. These four terms will

be referred to as Sq where q goes from 1 to 4, such that Su= S1,
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S12= S2, S22= S3, and S86= 8*. This numbering convention becomes
necessary, as will be seen later, to differentiate these orthotroplc

compllance terms from the rotated compliance matrix terms, which will

use the double subscripts (SU).

The vlscoelastlc portion of each of the unrotated, Sq terms can
be described by a Prony series. The general forn is

Sq = 1Dq [1 — e l = 1,2,3..n (3.24)
1=1

where 1Dq is the compllance coefficlent variable for the lth
Kelvin

unit in the qm direction and Al ls the retardatlon time. Both 1Dq
and A1 are unknowns that need to be determined from experimental data.

However, the retardatlon time, Al can be forced to be the same for
each xth Kelvin element in each of the four material dlrectlons. This

ls reasonable since Al ls predetermined or fixed when fitting a Prony

series to experimental data with only 1Dq allowed to vary.

Furthermore, each layer in a composite laninate will have a set

of four Sq terms describlng its compliance matrix. If all the layers

are of the same type of material and not rotated, i.e. all 0°

dlrectlon, then kSq = Sq where k ls the ply layer in the laminate and

Eq. 5.3 becomes
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k 11 Il k

51. 2.15. 2.152 5 5.
l=1 l=1
h h

ey 2 lglklsz lgiuss 0 ey (3.25)
Il

7xy 0 0
l;1klS4

Uxy

However, if ply k is rotated, then the compllance matrix becomes fully

populated,

k 4 11 4 n 4 11 k
cx

Zklsqii Xk1Sq12 E klSq16
Gx

q=1 l=1 q=1 1=1 q=1 l=1

1: = S S S 0* (3.26)2 2 2 2 2 2y q=1 1:1111 q12 q=1 1:1111 q22 F1 1:1111 q26 y
4 ll 4 11 4 n

lglklsqiö qgl lg1klSq28 qg:1 l;1klSq66
alxy

Where each of the k1SqU terms can be calculated from the
transformation matrlces [19,20]. Slmilarly, the compliance

coefficients, 1Dq, which will be used exclusively from this point on,

can also be written in matrix form and rotated giving

c D D D o-

“
2 2 2 2 2 2

“
x q=1 1=1kl q11 qzl l=1kl q12 q=1 l=1kl q16 x

1: = D D D 0* (3.26a)2 2 2 2 2 2_ y q=1 l=1kl q12 q=1 l=1k1 q22 q=1 l=1kl q28 y
4 ll 4 Il 4 ll _

7xy X1 l;1klDq18 qgl lX1klDq26 qxl 1;1k1Dq66 vxy

where for fiber direction term, q = 1;
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_ 4
klD111

_
mk

klD1
(3°27a_f)

D =
m2 nz D

kl 112 k k kl 1

=
3

klD116
2 nk mk

klD1
_ 4

klD122 - nk
klD1

D = 2 m na D
kl 1% k k kl 1

D = 4 m2 mz D
kl 166 k k kl 1

for fiber/transverse coupling term, q = 2;

= 2 2 -HD211 2 mk nk HDZ (3.27g 1)

=
4 4

klD212
(mk + nk)

klD2

D = 2 m n (nz
-

mz) D
kl 216 k k k k kl 2

D = 2 mz m2 D
kl 222 k k kl 2

= 2 _ 2..*3..-... 2
···..

¤.
<···.

¤.> ..**2__ _ 2 2
klD266

_
8 mk nk

klD2

for transverse direction term, q = 3;

- *
_

HDMI - nk HDB (3.27m r)

D =
mz nz D

kl 312 k k kl 3

D = -2 m na D
kl 316 k k kl 3

D =
m‘

D
kl 322 k kl 3

=
_ 3

klD326
2 uk mk

klD3

D = 4 mz mz D
kl 366 k k kl 3
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for shear term, q = 4;
_ 2 2 _

UDHI
— mk nk HD4 (3.27s x)

D =
(n‘

—
m‘)

D1:1 412 1: 1: 1:1 4

D = m n (nz
-

mz)
D1:1 416 1: 1: 1: 1: 1:1 4

D =
nz mz

D1:1 422 1: 1: 1:1 4
_ 2 _ 2

1:1D426
” 2 mk

ux:
(mk nk)

1:1D4

D = (mz
-

n2)2
D1:1 466 1: 1: 1:1 4

where m = cos(6 ), n = sln(9 ), D is the unrotated and D thek k k k kl q kl qlj

rotated compliance terms (6 is the angle of rotation). Although it

seems unnecessa.ry and overly complex to split HDqU into four parts,

one for each material property direction, this allows different stress

nonlinear effects to be modeled in each of the four direction, which

will be developed later.

Unlike the compliance terms,
klßq,

the relaxation times, 711, are

constrained to be the same in each of the four directions which

elimlnates the need to rotate them. A11 layers or plles are also

assumed to be made of the same material which alleviates the need to

keep track of the ply number when deallng with 711. There are,

however, some limitatlons on 711. There should be at least one Kelvin

element for every 1; decades of time that is being examined since the —

effect of the Kelvin element is only felt over that time period. The

common practice is one Kelvin element, thus one relaxation time, Al,

for every decade of time. For orthotropic materials it is further

convenient to set 711 the same in all material property directions. A
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typlcal Prony series might have A1= 1, A2= 10, A3= 100, etc. , for each

ply and direction.

If all the stresses in each layer and direction were constant,

then the time dependent straln could be easily calculated at this

point by substltuting the Prony series (Eq. 3.24) for each direction

into the constitutive equations relating stress and strain (Eq. 3.26)

and solve for the desired time. However the stresses in each ply can

in fact change with time which means stress ls a fmmction of the

current straln rate as well as the current strain. Even though the

restrlction of constant stress was used to get the original Prony

series in characterlzing the material, that restrlction ls not

necessarlly true in the actual numerlcal solution process. The matrix

Eqs. 3.23, 3.25, and 3.26 are still needed to show how the compliance

terms can be manlpulated and rotated to obtaln the HDC") terms but

they are not used to obtaln the strain. Instead the straln and stress

equilibrium equation can be employed to calculate the strain. However

an expression for the strain without the strain rate must first be

developed.

The original differential equation, Eq. 3.21, can be rewritten as

•
4

1¤1Dq15 k1€1_1

q=1

where Heu and klei] are the strain rate and strain, respectlvely,

and Maru ls the stress in each Kelvin element, 1, ply, k, compliance

direction, q, and rotated position, (1,,)). This equatlon can be
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approximated by

€t+1 _ st 4 D std
xx 15 xx x5

=
xx qx5 z+1 _ xx 15

At
Ii

Al ]xx°,x5 Al (329)
q=1

where At is the time step size, t+1 ls the new time and t is the old

time. This particular approxlmation is called a Backward Euler Method

(BEM) and is classifled as a first order impliclt method. By using an

implicit method, the solution,
klc:;1, will be unconditionally stable

regardless of the time step size. This ls not to say that it will

converge to the correct answer but it will not diverge or oscillate.

This ’uncond1t1onally stable’ characterlstlc only holds true for the

first and second order impliclt numerlcal approximatlons [98]. Higher

order lmpliclt methods and all explicit methods are only conditlonally

stable, 1.e. has a maximum time step before it might diverge.

The BEM, a first order impllcit method, will be examlned in

detail in the remainder of this section. The second order impliclt

method, call the Backward Trapezoidal Method (BTM) 1s developed ln

Appendlx B. Equation 3.29 can be rearranged to give

4
t+1 h klDq1j t+1 tc 1 + ——— = h -————- 6 + cxx 15 A1 Al xx 15 xx x5

q=1or

€z+1 = h
‘

D + xxstj Ax
(3 30)xx 15

€Al+hi
xx q15 xx 15 ZAl+h$ '

q=1
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where At = h. The unknowns are Het? and Hui';} while h, Al, and

klDqU are given and Hs:] ls known from the previous time step. The

total creep straln, :::1, for a particular direction, l, and layer, k,

is simply the sum of all the creep stralns in that direction

3 n
c _ t+1

j=i l=1

It should be noted that Eq. 3.30 is only for linear viscoelastlc

materials. In order to include nonllnear stress effects, klDqU needs

to be modified to become a function of stress. This ls easily done by

multlplying klDqU by a dimenslonless stress function which would

account for any nonllnear stress effects such as

“DqU fq(k0) (3.32)

where {(0*) ls a stress dependent function. This type of formulatlon

allows the nonlinear compllance at any stress level to be scaled up or

down from the linear compllance. As an example, consider the linear

compllance S represented by a single Kelvin element

su) = D[1—e—t/A] (:2.:2:2)

If the nonllnear stress function is assumed to be {(0*) = (1+a0*2) then

the nonllnear compliance would be

l·
-D = S(t)•(1+a0·2) = D[1—e t/A]•(1+ao*2) (3.34)
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where a ls a constant and 6 ls the current stress. If the linear and

nonllnear compllance curves are graphed, the scallng factor, (l+a¤?),

ls quickly ldentifled (see Fig. 3.7). This formulation only works lf

the nonllnear stress can be described by a vertical multipllcation of

the compliance curves.

Vertical shlfting of the basic compliance curve to account for

nonllnear stress effects is a common method of modeling nonllnear

viscoelastlc response [11,31]. Most nonllnear vlscoelastlc models

such as the Schapery, Findley, and other power law based models

employee this concept by using nonllnear stress functions. Figure 3.8

shows a simple nonlinear power law with a nonlinear stress function,

{(6), and how lt ls scalable. Since this vertical shlfting concept

works well for power law based models it should also work for a Prony

series since, for many cases, the Prony series will just be a fltted

equation to a power law model. The Prony series can be scaled by

just scaling the compllance coefflclents, D, for a particular material

direction by the same amount that the power law would be scaled. Thus

all Kelvin elements, 1, will be have the same nonlinear scale factor,

!;(k6). However, since the stresses are different in each ply, k,

there will be a different scale factor for each ply.

The nonllnear stress parameter, k6, used in the nonllnear stress

function can be any function of the matrix or fiber stress states. A

common parameter for the transverse and shear nonlinear compllance ls

the octahedral shear stress in the matrix which ls a function. of

matrix transverse stress, 6;, and matrix shear stress, 1:2. A more
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detailed explanatlon of the octahedral shear stress parameter can be

found in chapter 2. It is sufficient to say at this point that R6

will be a function of the p1y’s stress state, 6, 6, and 61: 1 1: 2 1: 3

regardless of the complexity.

To introduce the nonlinear compliance function into the general
’

formulatlon, substitute Eq. 3.32 into Eq. 3.30 to give

4 er _Ä
t+1 _

h , 1*.+1 t+1 kl ij 1 (3.35)
q=1

Where {(6) is evaluated at t+l. Note that f(6"°1) ls a functlon of

the future ply stress state, k6;°1, k6;°1, and k6;H, all of which are

unknown. Thus Eq. 3.35 can be a complex nonlinear function of 6;*1

which necessitates the need for a numerical solution method. Equation

3.35 can be rewritten as

4
t+1 _ _ t+1 t+1 t

klei
—

Z[klCqij fq(k6 )]k6j + NEU (3.36)
q=1

where C =
h

· D
1:1 q13 (Al+h) 1:1 qxj

z
E1.

=
klei]

A1

1:1 11 (A1+hi ’

t+1 t+16 = 6
1: 5 1:1 13

The subscript 1 has been dropped from 6 because the stress ls the same
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for all Kelv1n elements in a particular material direction since they

are all ln series. The subscrlpt 1 was also dropped slnce stress is a

vector and not a tensor quantlty. Slmilarly, the subscript J was

dropped from the strain. The dropplng of subscripts 1 and J for the

stress and stra1n quantities, respectively, can be understood by

reviewlng the matrix equations Eq. 3.22 and 3.23.

Substituting equation 3.35 into 3.31 will give the total creep

stra1n for ply, k, and direction, 1,

a ll 4

(3.37)
j=1 l=1 q=1

For the total straln, the elastic stra1n also needs to be added to Eq.

3.34. The elastlc stra1n ca.n be modeled as a nonllnear spring in

series with the Prony series for each d1rect1on.

4

.Y·=I°‘ = .;=I" = Z [..¤..,·g.<.«°">] <==—=¤8>
q=1

where
k0DqU 1s the llnear compllance of thespring1s

the nonlinear function of stress for each direction (similar to

f(¤·)), and kgctü 1s the elastlc nonllnear strain. Adding Eq. 3.37
and 3.38 gives

s ll 4

:8:*1 = x°’V1 + klE:j }
j=1 l=1 q=1
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4 ¤

t+1 t+i

q=1
or

3 n 4
T t.+1

=
_

t+1 _ t+1

cxj=1 l=1 q=1

3 4 3 n
t+1 t+1 t

j=1 q=1 j=1 1:;

where T denotes total strain and
Iictü

= 1-ein since it is assumed

that layers deform equally without debonding or damage. There are a.

total of 3k+3 unknowns, Tctn and kein, but there are only 3k

equations from Eq. 3.39. The additional 3 equations come from

lmposing stress equlllbrlum in each of the 3 stress directlons

I°uJ = X NJ (:2.40)
k=1

where °NJ ls the input load on the laminate and NJ ls the actual load
in each layer, k, when loaded. Equation 3.40 can be rewritten in

terms of stress to give

3
t+1

Z.)
k=1

where °e·, ls the input stress and kt ls the thlckness of each ply.
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This equatlon gives the 3 additional equations necessary to solve for

the stress and straln unknowns at t+1 time.

The Eqs. 3.39 and 3.41 are nonlinear in terms of stress and are

ill-condltioned. They can be solved by an lteration technique called

the Newton-Raphson Method. Simpler direct methods such as

Gauss—Seldel ca.n’t be used since the coefficlent matrix ls not

guaranteed to be diagonally positive for orthotropic materials.

However, for isotropic material this is not a concern since their

compliance matrices are positive seml—definite [88]. The Newton-

Raphson takes longer to solve the nonllnear set of equatlons for each

iteratlon, since the Jacobian matrix must be calculated, but lt
·

converges much more rapidly tha.n the other direct lteratlon methods.

The complete solution process can best be understood by a

flowchart as shown is Fig. 3.9. The first three steps conslst of

defining the lamlnate layup, load, temperature, material properties,

and calculatlng the rotated Prony Series parameters. For each time

step, including t=0, the basic strain and stress equations (Eqs. 3.39

and 3.41) are developed and solved, using the Jacobian matrix. After

the the global stresses and strains are known, then the local stresses

and stralns can be calculated to be used in the next time step. Time

is then lncremented, the, next time step ls taken and the loop ls

started again. While simple in theory, there are still hundreds of

constants and differential equations that must be kept track of

throughout the solution process dictatlng the need to use a computer.

The above solution method has been programed for use on a
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Set Ply, 6, Thlckness,
Temperature and Load °vI

Calc Prony Series, D & Akl q l

Rotate Plys, Get klDqiJ

Set Time, t and Step Size, h Output Results
& Increment Time

Using Backward Impllclt Method
h

klcqlj
—

Al+h klDqlj

cc _
Ä Calc Local Stresses

E1 _ kl 15 1 - and Strains
kl qlj ' 711+ h

Set Up Basic Equations
1 1+1 zu t+11 _„J

}
t+1 t+1+ ; {;°DqlJ gq(kv ) kv) } Yes

E1‘ ÜN ··~ No si"(-2

Converget+1

Z [kv) kt] 1
of

21

Get Jacobian Matrix Solve for
öx 1 1.+1 1,+11 « ci , ka-J
öx

J 3k+3,3k+3

Fig. 3.9 Flow Chart for NDEM Solution Method.
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mlcrocomputer. The program ls called Viscoelastic Composite Analysis

Program, or ’VCAP' and a complete explanatlon of its operation and

ablllties can be found ln Appendix C.

In summary then, the three major problems with the current

composite nonllnear vlscoelastic analysis programs, nonlinear effects,

stability, and orthotroplc material, have been solved by using a

differential equation formulation based on a series of nonlinear

Kelvin elements. Implementation and results of this solutions

technique are dlscussed in the next section.

Verification of the Nonlinear Differential Eggation Method

The method of solution presented in precedlng section, the

nonllnear differential equation method (NDEM), to calculate the

nonlinear viscoelastlc for orthotropic composite materials needs to be

verlfled by comparing lt to exact solutions and other solution

techniques. This section will present two simple examples, one based

on the Kelvin element and the other on the power law, of a

multilayered vlscoelastlc material for both linear and nonllnear

cases. The solution, will be compared to the exact solution, if

obtainable, and other numerical solutions.

„ The first example ls a simple one—dimens1onal two part material;

one part ls viscoelastic and the other elastic. The elastic material

ls nodeled by a single spring and the vlscoelastlc material by a

spring and a Kelvin element in series, as shown in Fig. 3.10. Since

this example ls relatlvely simple and one—d1mens1onal, lt is possible
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to flnd a closed form solution for the linear case. For the nonllnear

case, however, a Runge—Kutta method was employed to solve the

resultlng nonlinear first order differential equation.

The linear case, assuming the applied stress, vo, is constant has

a closed form solution of

c (3.42)
1 2 1 1

Where K1:1
2

K = **2* E3
2The

numerical results of the NDEM technique, both by the Backward

Euler Method (BEM) and Backward Trapezoldal Method (BTM), are shown in

Flg. 3.11 along with the exact solution and the VISLAP program

technique solution. The spring and dashpot constants were assumed to

be EK= E2= 1, E3= 0.11, 51 = 1, and o·° is constant, equal to 1, for all
solution methods. The second order BTM solution matches the exact

results closely whereas the first order VISLAP and BEM solutions are

high and low, respectively. This devlation can be accounted for by

being only a first order solution technique. It ls interesting to
I

point out that the VISLAP solution begins to osclllate and become

unstable, as would be expected since it is an expllcit solution method

whereas the NDEM, for both BEM and BTM, ls an lmplicit method. Also
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notice that the step size ls large, 5 steps per decade, which would be

considered the maximum step size but yet the second order NDEM ls very

accurate.

The same basic model ca.n be used for a nonllnear viscoelastic

material by simply changing E3 and pl to include nonllnear stress

effects. For the current nonllnear example, E3 and 51 are as follows

"„E3=0.1E—+0.1 (3.43)

6
(3.44)

where 62 is the stress ln material 2 (Fig. 3.10). This type of

nonlinearity will cause the material to become stiffer as time

progresses since the stress, 62, is decreasing in the nonllnear

dashpot. As the stress decreases in the Kelvin element, the spring

becomes stlffer and can ultimately carry more of the total load.

Likewlse, the nonllnear dashpot will become more vlscous and the

viscoelastlc response will be retarded. The other parameters are

similar to the linear case, E1= E2= 1 and 6°= 1. The results of both

the NDEIM and VISLAP techniques are shown in Fig. 3.12 for the

nonlinear Kelvin element. To obtain the exact solution, one must

solve a nonllnear equatlon of the form

(2 + K11: + K2z22 + K3 = 0 (3.45)
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with c(0) = c

This equatlon is difficult to solve for a closed form solution but

good results can be obtalned by using a Runge-Kutta numerical method

with small time steps. The results from a Runge-Kutta solution are

also plotted on Fig. 3. 12. For a simple nonllnear example model, like

the one being examined, it is possible to use a Runge-Kutta solution,

a well proven and reliable numerlcal method, as a check. However, for

the general orthotropic problem, the Runge—Kutta method cannot be

used, as discussed in the proceeding sections.

Similar to the linear case, the first order solution methods,

VISLAP and NDBM using BBM, are not as accurate as the second order

NDBM using BTM. Also the explicit method, VISLAP, becomes unstable at

long time steps.

The second example case is again a two part one- dimenslonal

material with one part vlscoelastic and the other elastic. This

viscoelastlc material ls modeled as a power law and a spring in

series, and the elastlc material as a spring. Figure 3.13 shows the

mechanlcal model descrlbing this test case.

The power law parameters used are m = 0.1 and n = 0.25 for the

linear case and

0·
m=0.1——0¥+0.1 (3.46)

2

and n = 0.25 for the nonlinear case. For both the linear and

nonllnear case B1= B2= 1.0. The results comparlng just the VISLAP and
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NDEM (BEM and BTM) methods are shown in Figs. 3.14 and 3.15. Both the

linear and nonlinear cases show the results for all methods very

close, with the BTM between the other two methods. This is similar to

the results of the linear and nonlinear Kelvin cases dlscussed

earlier. There is no exact solution available to compare results and

the resultlng equatlon can’t be solved by the Runge—Kutta in a

convenient manner. However the results of both the VISLAP and NDEM

techniques are similar, giving some reassurance that the answer ls

correct.

In summary, the nonllnear dlfferential equatlon method (NDEM) of

solving nonlinear viscoelastic problems that involve multiple material

layers has been shown to be an accurate method and does converge to

the correct answer. The two test cases examined, Kelvin and power law

models, showed the NDEM results match the exact solution and/or other

numerlcal methods. The second order BTM technique proved to be the

most accurate and was stable for all time steps.

Numerlcal Conclusions

This chapter has looked at various methods to solve nonllnear

viscoelastlc problems that deal with orthotroplc materials such as

flber reinforced composites. Earlier methods, such, as the VISLAP

computer program algorlthm, was examined and some of the deficiencles

discussed. The main three problems of these methods were 1),

stabllicy of the solution technique, 2), time step size stabillty, and

3), solution time length and computer memory storage. Two other
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methods were examined In detail, Volterra Integral a.nd the ZIenkIewIcz

method, plus a new method, the Nonlinear Differential Equation Method

(NDEM) was developed to try to overcome some of the deficiencles.

The Volterra Integral allowed the Implementation of higher order

solution techniques but It had dlfficultles solving singular and

weakly singular compliance functions. The power law compllance

function, which Is weakly singular, was solvable only with very small

time steps. ThIs method also needs an ever Increaslng amount of

computer time as the solution process goes further out In tIme,

similar to the VISLAP method. This was due to the heredltary type

Integral solution process which must recalculate the total Integral

for each additional tIme step. This method was found to be

unacceptable for reasons of computer time needed and accuracy.

The second method examlned was the Zienkiewicz solution technique

which requires the viscoelastic response to be modeled by a Prony

series. This method works well for llnear viscoelastlc Isotropic

materials and small time steps. The biggest advantage of this

technique Is that the solution algorithm can be written In a recursive

fashion which does not require the recalculatlon of the past results

lIke the VISLAP and Volterra Integral methods. This allows the

solution at long times to be done efficiently and quickly. One

disadvantage of the original formulation Is the limit on time step

size since the method uses an explicit solution technique. Thus the

solution can become unstable and diverge from the correct answer.

Others, Booker and Snyder, have extended ZIenkIewIcz formulation to be
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stable for large time steps.

To overcome the above deficlencies a new method, NDEM, was

developed. This method requires the vlscoelastlc response be

described by a modified Prony series which allows nonlinear stress

effects to be included. The dlfferential equations that model each of

the Kelvin elements in the Prony series, are then solved

slmultaneously. By using the basic differential equations, an

impliclt solution method can be used. This causes the solution

process to be unconditionally stable for any time step. While others

[88,106] have also formulated stable algorithms for vlscoelastlc

problems, they were only for linear isotropic materials whereas the

NDEIM is for nonlinear layered orthotropic materials. The general

method of solving the nonlinear slmultaneous equation used was the

Newton—Raphson method which assures convergence even if the

coefficient matrix of the equations is not positive definite, which ls

generally the case for orthotroplc composlte materials.

The NDEM technique was shown to be accurate and stable on two

test cases, Kelvin and Power law based, for both linear and nonllnear

conditions. The advantages of NDEM is that it is stable for all time

step sizes, the solution algorithm is stable and converges to the

correct solution, and the computer time ls minimized.



Chapter 4

TESTING METHODS

One of the main objectives of this study is the characterlzation

of unidlrectional Kevlar/epoxy composite laminae. This information

then becomes the foundat1on„ or database for use in the numerical

procedure to predict the viscoelastlc response of a general lamlnate.

Since tne experimental data will be used to make further predictlons,

the testing methods must be rellable and well understood to enhance

the accuracy of the initial data which will ultimately affect the

prediction accuracy. The testing methods that are to be discussed in

this chapter are: testing equipment, speclmen preparatlon, speclmen

size, straln measuring device (strain gages), mechanlcal condltloning

and thermal conditlonlng.

Testing Egulnment

The creep testing method used in this study was static tenslle

tests. The equipment used for this purpose were two different

dead-weight creep frames which used a lever arm loadlng mechanism.

The majorlty of the tests, both long and short term, were done on V

a five station creep frame that was designed and built 1n—house [75].

The frame was constructed from channel and I—beam weldment and used

hardened tool steel (Rh 58-60) for all knlfe edges and matlng

surfaces. All five of the lever arm loading mechanisms had a 10:1

112
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ratio with a design maximum applied load of 13,340 N (3000 lb:).

However, during the testing process, the maximum load applied was only

4450 N (1000 Lbf). At higher loads, the knlfe edges tended to twist

or rotate during loading. There was an lndividually controlled oven

for each of the five frames with an accuracy of t1° C which used

resistance heatlng elements.

For Creep tests needlng high loads, such as unldlrectlonal 0°

specimens, an Applied Test Systems (ATS) creep machine was used. This

creep machine has a maximum capacity of 88,960 N (20,000 lbt) and has

an automatic loading system and load re—leve1er. The lever arm for

this frame is adjustable to either 3:1 or 20:1 ratio. There ls an ATS

series 2912 oven attached and temperatures were malntalnable to

11.1° C.

Both frames use frictlon type grlps to load the specimens.

However, the five station creep frame has double plvot, tuning

fork-type grlps which allowed the speclmen to rotate at ends and

placed the plvot points at the speclmen/grlp junction. The double

pivot system minimizes any bending moments that might be lnduced by

the grlpplng mechanlsm and ls especially convenient for nonsymmetrlc

laminates and off—axls unldirectlonal lamlna. The ATS creep frame

used the conventional pin-thru—the—grip mechanism to load the

speclmen.

Creep and creep recovery strains and test temperature were

measured using a computerized data acqulsltion system. The computer

was a Hew1ett—Parkard (HP) series 9000 model 300 computer system which
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used a W 3497A Data Acquisition Control Unit, W 3457A Multimeter,

and HP 6214B Power Supply Unit. A program to monitor five creep

frames slmultaneously was written for this study which allows the user

to stop and start any single test without affecting other tests.

Besides strain gage readlngs, the program monitors the temperature

level of the test specimen in the oven by using thermocouples.

The data acquisition system takes five readings for each strain

or temperature measurement, disregards the first and last reading, and

then averages the remalning three together to give the final recorded

strain or temperature. The sampllng rate ls variable and can be

specified by the user with a minimum rate of 1/sec and a maximum of

1/day. The data is stored ln memory and printed on paper for each

strain and temperature reading along with the current time of day,

current creep or recovery time, frame number, and current power supply

voltage. After or during a test the complete printout of test results

can be obtalned. By using a computerized data acquisltion system,

quick and systematic compllation of creep data was possible.

especially at the beginning of the tests where creep rates are highest

and most critical.

Strain Measurigg Devices .

There are two common methods of measuring creep straln of

composite materials, resistance strain gages and extensometers, each

with their own advantages and disadvantages. There are important

points that need to be considered in decldlng which method to use are
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the cost, accuracy, and usability. The initial purchase price of

extensometers ls higher but they can be reused lndefinltely whereas

straln gages are relatlvely inexpensive to purchase, but they cannot

be reused. and gage installation. can. be costly an time consuming.

Aside from the initial purchase cost, extensometers are easier to use

and attach to the speclmen which further reduces its operating cost.

Therefore, from the point of view of cost, extensometers are generally

cheaper per test lf a large number of tests are performed.

The second and more important conslderatlon between the

·extensometers and straln gages ls accuracy. Extensometers are

generally only accurate to the :10 p-ln/in where as straln gages are

ln the :1 y—ln/ln range. Since creep needs to be monltored very

closely for longs perlods of time the increased accuracy ls necessary

for reliable results. An additional problem with extensometers is the

bending moment lnduced in the specimen from the extensometer’s own

weight. If the material ls stlff and a high load is applied then the

bendlng moment ls insignlficant, but for the Kevlar/epoxy at

moderately high temperatures, tests revealed that the bendlng moment

can be signlflcant. For example, at 90° C, the extensometers

physlcally twisted an unidlrectional 90° speclmens when tested. On

the other hand, straln gages tend to reinforce the gage section of the

test specimen with its epoxy backing and metal grld werk [107-108].

This relnforcement, although generally small can be important for soft

material.

The third aspect in selecting a straln measuring device ls the
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usablllty or, ln other words, can it measure the straln ln the

dlrectlon needed. Straln gages are very versatlle and can be used to

measure stralns ln almost any direction whereas extensometers are

generally restrlcted to axlal and transverse straln measurements.

Thls ls a problem when measurlng shear stralns from the 10° off-axls

test since the stralns must be measured ln three dlrectlons whlch ls

not possible with extensometers.

Due to the accuracy llmltatlon and usablllty problems with

extensometers, straln gages where chosen to be used ln thls study.

Furthermore, test equipment for multiple extensometer monitoring,

which was necessary to complete the la.rge number of creeps planned,

was not avallable at the tlme of this study. As a comparison of the

extensometers and straln gages, creep and creep recovery tests were

carrled out on four different lamlnates using both methods. Agreement

was good between methods for all samples except at high temperature

and near failure which should be expect.

Durlng prellmlnary creep tests, the type of straln gages,

adheslve system, and adheslve cure temperature were found to affect

the straln readlngs. These prellmlnary creep tests revealed that ln

some cases the straln would increase, as expected, but then later

decrease without any load changes. This phenomenon, termed reverse

creep, was ldentifled as an straln gage adheslve creep problem. The

adheslve system used on the speclmens that experienced reverse creep

was M-Bond 200 (Sold by Micro-Measurements) cured at room temperature.

Even though the speclflcatlon published by the manufacture lndlcate an
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operating temperature range of up to 65° C, if the adheslve ls used

above the cure temperature for creep tests, one can experience

lnaccurate strain readings. To elimlnate reverse creep, the adheslve

should be a high temperature adheslve and cured at least 20° C above

the maximum expected test temperature [109].

For thls study all gages used where M/M EA-06-xxxxx-350 type

gages where xxxxx is the size and style which varied for each of the

different types of specimens tested, i.e. unidirectlonal 0°, 90°, and

10° or lamlnates. 350-Ohm resistance gages were used verses the

120-0hm gages to reduce localized heating of the specimen around the

gage area [79].

Sgclmen Pregations

All specimens used in this study were supplied by E.I. DuPont De

Nemours & Company, Inc. (DuPont) in two batches. The first batch of

speclmens (received October 1985) were fabricated and cut by DuPont

and the second batch (received November 1986) were fabricated by

Dupont ln 24" by 12" sheets and subsequently cut by the author at VPI

with a slow speed diamond saw. The specimens were stored in sealed

plastic bags until used.

. The unidlrectional speclmens used for the lamina characterlzation

(0°, 10°, and 90°) were 1/2 inch wide and 7-9 lnches long. The

laminate specimens were generally 1 inch wide and 7-9 inches long.

The lamlnates, especially three or more fiber directlons, were wider .

to mlnimlze the free edge effect which will be further dlscussed later
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in this chapter.

In preparation for strain gage application, the specimens were

lightly roughed with 400 grlt sand paper to insure a good-bondlng

surface. Normal straln gage bonding techniques were then followed in

the application of the gages. Both M1cro—Measurements M—Bond 600 and

AE—15 high temperature adheslves were used to adhere the gages.

Straln gage clamps and pressure pads were used to apply the required

pressure while curing took place.

The specimens were cured in an conventional type oven at 121° C

for 150 minutes. The oven temperature was increased and decreased at

approximately 3° C per minute. The cure temperature could not be

higher than 121° C since that was the temperature at which the

composlte epoxy was cured. Some early specimens, which were cured at

higher temperatures (up to 150° C), had debonding and bubbles visible

and were not used. To insure the largest possible temperature ra.nge

for the thermovlscoelastic characterlzatlon of the composite, the

adhesive was cured at 121° C.

Strain gages were mounted on both sldes of all specimens to

average out any bending effects that might occur due to eccentrically

loaded specimen. After the gages were mounted the specimens were

placed inside a desiccator until actually used ln a creep test,

generally 3 to 5 days later.
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Mechanical Condltlonlgg of Test Sgclmens

A major concern in a.ny test program with composltes is the

repeatablllty of the results. This ls especially true for

vlscoelastic characterlzatlon tests where time ls involved. Ideally,

one should be able to conduct two tests on the same specimen and

obtaln the same creep and creep recovery curve, assumlng the test

parameters such as temperature, stress level, humidlty, etc., remain

the same. Even with the above parameters constant, two composlte

creep tests are rarely the same since the first test will change the

composlte slightly, thus affectlng the second test. This difference

between tests has been associated with stralghtening slightly crooked

or lrregular flbers, plastic yieldlng and permanent deformation of the

matrix, isolated debondlng of matrix and fibers, etc. , that are caused

during the first or second loading cycle. This raises the need for

mechanlcally conditioning test speclmens to insure repeatable and

rellable tests.

Many principal lnvestigators have used nechanical conditlonlng

[30,35,39,82] ln order to produce consistent creep results. Others

argue that mechanlcal conditloning permanently changes the material by

matrix ylelding and local geometry modificatlons [78]. This ls a

special concern for those applications that will receive only one .

loading, and the virgln material needs to be characterized. Another

argument against mechanlcal condltionlng ls the difficulty encountered

when performing long term creep tests. For even a moderate length

test of one week would require two to three tests of the same length
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to properly condition the sample and with the accompanylng recovery

time the total test could easily take three to five months.

Regardless of the above arguments for or against mechanical

conditloning, one overriding factor is the finite number of test

speclmens and the need to perform multiple tests on the same specimen.

For example, to effectlvely use the TTSP to obtain master curves the

same sample should be used for all temperature levels. If different

specimens are used at different temperatures, the experimental error

or scatter between samples for composite material are great enough, in

most cases, to effectively make shifting of the individual compliance

curves impossible. Also the same sample needs to be used when

determlning nonlinear stress effects for the same reason. Besldes, if

a different specimen is used for each test, the total number of

speclmens required would be unwieldy and too costly to prepare each

one with strain gages. One could argue that when the temperature or

stress level is increased from a previous test, then the material is

vlrgln again since the material has not experienced that higher stress

or temperature level. However, generally most nechanical conditlonlng

of the material takes place on the first loading, regardless of stress

level (if at least 10% of ultimate) or temperature. Thus when testing

for stress dependency of temperature effects and the same specimen is

used for the whole series or set of tests, then the specimen is

recelving mechanical conditioning as the tests are performed.

It was concluded that some type of mechanical conditloning should

be enployed since, 1) the TTSP would be used extenslvely to
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characterize the material and thus multiple tests would have to be

performed on the same specimen, and 2) lt would be too costly to use a

new virgin specimen for each of the thousands of tests necessary. The

most common method of condltloning is to run nultlple tests for the

same length of time as the real test [30]. As mentioned earller this

can take a considerable amount of time. Jerlna, at el. [110] modified

the conditioning tests to vary in length as, shown in Flg. 4.1b, until

the last conditioning test is equal in time length as the actual test.

Although this reduces the total test time, lt still can be rather

lengthy. A third condltionlng method would be to simply load and

unload the speclmen to the expected stress level without holding the

stress load for any amount of time. This has the advantage of being

performed ln a reasonable amount of time but the disadvantage of not

condltloning the speclmens ln a vlscoelastlc manner. This method was

used successfully by Brouwer [39] ln testing graphite/epoxy specimens

and is shown in Fig. 4.1a.

The method proposed by Brouwer was thought to be acceptable as a

mechanical conditlonlng method for this study. To better understand

that method for Kevlar/epoxy laminates, which are used ln this study,

testing was carrled out on two types of laminates,
[:4512.

and

[902/45/-45]·, both 8 plles thick. Two sets of speclmens of each

lamlnate type were used, one set had mechanical conditionlng, as per

Fig 4.1b, and the other did not. The nechanical conditlonlng

conslsted of 5 short (30 seconds) loading and unloadlng cycles. It

was belleved that lf there 1s any flber reallgnment, fiber crack, or
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Load Crew
Test

10 20 40 80 :80

100 200 400 800

Time

Fig. 4.1b Conditioning Cycle as Proposed by Jerina [110].

Test

180
-, ,,.i -.i, Ä-- ,, ,.\ ,,

30 60 120 150 180

Time (sec)

Fig. 4.1a Conditioning Cycle as Used an Prelimanary Conditioning
Tests and Similar to Method Proposed by Brouwer [39].
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micro-debondlng, lt would take place with short test as well as long

tests.
A

The results of the mechanical conditloning tests were surprising.

First, the [902/45/-45ls seemed not to be affected by mechanlcal

condltioning, as shown ln Fig. 4.2. Other stress and temperature

levels showed the same results for the same lamlnate type. However,

the [145]2s laminates, at the lower temperature of 38° C, showed

mechanlcal condltloning stabillzes the creep (Fig. 4.3) whereas at the

higher temperature of 51° C the short loading method of condltionlng

seems to have had no effect (Fig. 4.4). This temperature effect could

be explained partially by thinking of mechanical conditioning having

two parts, elastic and viscoelastlc. At the lower temperatures (the

glassy region), the speclmens need mechanical conditionlng prlmarily

for stabillzation of the elastic response, but for higher temperatures

(transltlon or rubber region), specimen must be both viscoelastlcally

as well as elastically condltloned. Mechanical condltionlng of

unldlrectlonal lamlnates, malnly O°, 10° and 90° specimens, were also

examined and found to be insensitive to mechanical tests.

Possible conclusions that could be reached by the mechanical

conditloning tests are 1) only certain lamlnates need conditioning,

mainly two fiber direction laminates, and 2) the simple loading and

unloading does not work for all cases, especially high temperature

tests. Therefore, this study performed mechanlcal conditloning on all

specimens for the same length of time that the actual creep test would

be loaded. However, the number of conditioning tests was allowed to
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vary. Condltloning tests were performed on a specimen until the creep

was approximately the same (:2%) as the precedlng test.

Generally, the creep and creep recovery straln for the first

condltloning test and the actual test were the same for unldirectlonal

laminates, and laminates with three or four flber directions. Again,

the two flber dlrections needed three to four conditlonlng tests,

which is thought to be due to the sclssoring effect the two direction

ply material exhibit when loaded. One exception to the above

conditioning plan ls for the long term (2 to 4 weeks) tests which

experience only multiple short term condltlonlng tests since long term

conditloning tests were lmpractical due to time conslderatlons.

Thermal Condltlonigg

Slmllar to mechanical conditioning, thermal conditioning ls

performed to insure reproducible results on any one speclmen by

exposlng the speclmen to the test temperature several times before the

actual mechanlcal test. This could be a particular problem for this

study, since the same specimen is tested at various lncreaslng

temperatures in order to use the TTSP and construct a master curve.

If the tests are affected by past thermal exposure, then the TTSP can

be not be employed without thermal conditioning.

Since all speclmens were exposed to 12l° C for 150 minutes ln

order to cure the strain gage adheslve and post cure the speclmen it

was felt that this would sufflce for thermal conditloning. Actual

thermal condltloning tests were not performed because of the
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difficultly in separating the mechanlcal condltlonlng from the thermal

condltioning in any type of test procedure. However, before all

tests, the speclmens were exposed to the test temperature for

approximately the length of the test, except for long term tests. It

was felt that thermal condltlonlng is not a problem except at

temperatures near the cure temperature (121° C) of the laminate.

A more severe problem that ls associated with thermal

condltloning ls aging. The physical material properties of polymer

based material systems have been shown to exhlbit aging effects

[1,111]. Slnce both the fibers and resin are polymeric based, they

should be affected by time. Other investigators of vlscoelastlc

response of composites have mentioned aging as a possible mechanism

for the long term predictions not matchlng the actual test results

[73,75]. Since the purpose of this study to lnvestigate only the

tlme—temperature effects on Kevlar/epoxy lanlnates, aging was not

examlned. Furthermore, long term tests agreed well with predictlons

(chapter 7) which lnimizes the concern. The aging phenomenon should

be lnvestigated ln more detail, particularly how lt effects

vlscoelastlc response.

Sample Width and Fiber Truss Effect .

The width of the test speclmen can be an important factor in

measuring and predlcting vlscoelastic response of relnforced fiber

composlte lamlnates. If the test specimen ls narrow, the edges

effects can slgnlficantly affect the vlscoelastlc response. This ls
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especially true of three or more fiber direction lamlnates such as

[90n/45/-45]. which can form a flber truss network of stlff flbers.

This causes predlctlon problems since the numerlcal procedure

(chapter 3) assumes all normals to the lamlnate remain normal after

the load ls applied as per classical lamlnatlon theory [19].

Predictlons for lamlnates with more than two fiber orlentatlons

have been accurate at short times, but have fallen well below the

experimental results obtained on narrow (12 mm.) speclmens with three

flber directlons. Further testing in this study has helped establlsh

that relaxation of the fiber trusses along the free edges of narrow

speclmens ls much more signiflcant for time—dependent behavior than

under short term conditions. Insights into the design of lamlnated

composltes for long term loading and certain precautlons for

experimental evaluation of time—dependent properties are also given ln

this section. By using wide specimens the effect of the edges can be

reduced greatly. The section will present test results conflrmlng the

specimen width effect.

The compliance predictions of the numerlcal procedure (chapter 3)

have been quite good for lamlnates whlch conslst of only two flber

dlrections. Figure 4.5 illustrates the degree of fit which has been

obtalned for these types of layups for a graphlte epoxy T300/934

composlte lamlnate where the fibers are assumed to be non—v1scoelastlc

[74]. This plot ls for a T300/934 Gr/Ep cross ply lamlnate which is

loaded with a uniaxlal load applied 15° off axls from the O°

direction. The degree of fit is quite good and one should note that
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the predlctions for the compliance at the longer times lndicate a very

strong dependence on the applied stress level although this effect ls

quite small at the short times. This serves to cautlon against the

use of static results to estlmate the long term behavior unless the

viscoelastlc processes are adequately recognized. One should further

note that the creep ls quite large -- more than 4 times the static

straln after only one week of loading (at an elevated temperature).

These large stralns are typical of laminates consisting of only two

flber dlrectlons because the fibers tend to scissor and result in very

large deformatlons. Because these laminates are highly susceptlble to

large viscoelastlc deformations, they should be avolded for

applications where lt is possible for the load directions to devlate

from the predominant fiber direction. A typical application of such

two fiber orientation systems has been for plping and various pressure

vessels. Such designs may be adequate where the stress state is well

behaved, but mounting brackets, fittings, and bending or twisting can

introduce long term loads which cannot be adequately carrled

indeflnltely.

The numerical predictlons obtained for the graphlte epoxy

laminates conslstlng of three (or more) fiber dlrectlons have been

. less satisfactory [74]. Because of the assumptlons of classical

lamlnatlon theory, the program assumes that normals through the

laminate remain straight and normal. When the fibers are present in

at least three dlrections, the CLT assumptions lmply that the fibers

act as pinned trusses which form a vast network of triangular truss
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elements. Because triangular trusses are rigid, the program

predictlons tend to asymptotlcally approach an upper limit which we

have referred to as the fiber truss limit. This theoretical limit can

be obtalned by assumlng that the matrix properties totally relax,

thereby forcing the elastic fibers to carry all of the load. Actual

experimental results and predictions are shown in Fig. 4.6 for a

T300/934 laminate with three fiber dlrections [74].

The matrix stress relaxation and load shlfting to fibers will

generally take place over a long period of time. As an example, the

relaxatlon of the matrix octahedral shear stress, which is a function

of the lamina transverse stress, aka, and shear stress, aaa, for the

laminate used in Fig. 4.6 takes place over 18 to 19 decades of time

(see Fig. 4.7). It should not be assumed that the individual lamlna

stresses, ag, ak and aaa, monotonlcally approach zero stress. Figures

4.8 and 4.9 show the transverse and shear stresses in each ply.

Notlce that the transverse stresses in the individual plles can

actually change from tension to compression, as the stress approaches

zero. This fluctuation of stresses can be attrlbuted to the different

relaxatlon rates that each of the directions (transverse, shear, and

fiber) and ply orientation exhlbit. The shear will shed its stress

faster than the transverse direction, thus causing the transverse

stress to actually pick up load in the first few decades and then shed

this load later after the shear has totally relaxed.

While the numerical procedure predicts the fiber truss effect,

narrow (13mm) specimens with three fiber directlons may exhlbit creep
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which is considerably greater than that predicted. This concept is

illustrated schematically in Fig. 4.10 for a composite system with

non—v1scoelast1c flbers. Much of the dlscrepancy apparently arlses

because the assumptions of lamination theory are not valld near the

free edges of these specimens. CLT does sllghtly over-predict the

static modulus of narrow specimens, but the time dependent devlation

can be much larger. Since the interlaminar shear strains are

controlled by the viscoelastic resin, this edge effect can increase

slgniflcantly at longer times. Experimental data for Kevlar/epoxy

composites was collected to lllustrate the effect of specimen width on

the measured viscoelastic response of laminated composites which will

be presented later in this section. As specimen width is increased,

the ratio of area in proxlmlty to the free edge with that at the

specimen lnterior decreases, and one approaches the predlctlons

obtalned from the numerical procedure. The implicatlons are twofold:

1) the program predlctlons appear to be valid for wider specimens and

structural components, and 2) care must be used in selectlng specimen

size for creep measurements in the laboratory.

This flber truss effect has several consequences for the design

of composlte structures for long term durability. Speciflcally, the

model, can provide insights for designlng laminates to provide better

resistance to long term deformations. It is well known that the

stlffness and strength estimates predlcted by classical lamination

theory and measured experimentally can be signiflcantly higher than

the corresponding predictions from a rule of mlxtures or nettlng
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analysls because of the constraint lmposed by the plies on one

another. From a viscoelastlc standpoint, much of thls increased

stlffness and strength can be attrlbuted to the presence of the flber

trusses lmposed by three or more flbers and the assumptlons of CLT.

These assumptlons that normals remain straight and normal can be

rigorously demonstrated for regions away from free edges and where the

applied stress fleld ls relatively uniform and the individual plles

have uniform properties in plan form. At the free edges, these

assumptlons are not valid, and yet for many practical structures, the

region affected by the free edges is relatively small. Obvious

examples are alrcraft wing skins which are bolted at the edges, and

tubular structures. This lgnores the localized behavior around holes

and cut—outs, but addresses the overall properties of the structure.

Obvlously the locallzed effects are very important for failure

analysis, but they have less relevance for compllance of the structure

as a whole.

Because the matrix properties are often nuch more viscoelastlc

than the flbers, one would expect that the lamlnates will be much more

time dependent ln directions which are not dominated by fibers.

Figure 4.11 illustrates the predicted response of a [45/-45/90x].

lamlnate (T300/934) as x ls varled from 0% to 30% of the total

lamlnate ply content. These predlctlons are based on the properties

obtalned for the load applied in the 0° direction. The compliance at

short times is 40% greater for the lamlnate with no 90° plles than for

the case where x = 30%. While this difference is not small, one notes
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that the response after ten weeks is estimated to be more than 200%

greater than the lamlnate with 30% 90° plies. One should also note

that only 3% 90° plles is sufflclent. to reduce this difference by a

factor of two. The ability of a few 90° plles to slgnlflcantly

increase stlffness in the 0° direction is even more pronounced for

t1me—dependent behavior than for the static case. Again these

predictlons cautlon the designer about using short term behavior to

lnfer long—term properties. The wide divergence appears quite slowly,

but results in long term behavior which ls grossly different than

initial observatlons would imply.

Another example is Illustrated in Fig. 4.12 for a more flber

dominated type of laminate. The [0/90lm laminate may be typical of

certain lamlnates which have been used wldely for pressure vessel

applications and ls similar to many of the mlnlnum thlckness skins for

alrcraft which are fabricated from woven material. Consider the case

where a uniaxlal load ls applied at small angles away from the

principal material directions. Although the actual loading ls often

blaxlal, this loading situation will illustrate the point. Figure

4.13 shows that the addition of only 4% (45/-45) plles can

significantly reduce the time dependence of the lamlnate. Figure 4.14

suggests that the time dependence ls minimal when the percentage of

(45/-45) plies ls lncreased to 10%. Again one should note that the

observaclons at short times could lead to grossly non-conservatlve

estlmates of long term behavior.

To illustrate the general valldlty of these predlctlons, tests
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have been run on several speclmens made of Kevlar/epoxy. Figure 4.15

shows the signlficant effect of the third fiber direction on 25 mm

wide specimens of Kevlar/epoxy at 82° C. The specimens were loaded to

produce the same initial strain in each. The load on the [$45]2.

specimen was 3.0 MPa, and the load on the [45/-45/90218 specimen was

20.0 MPa. Note the extreme dlvergence of the laminate with only two

fiber dlrections. The initial compliances were different by a factor

of nearly seven. This occurred because at the higher temperature, the

short time response was shifted far to the right on a figure such as

Fig. 4.12.

In an evaluation of the width effect, data was collected for

specimens of different widths with layups of [$45128 and

[45/-45/90218, the results of the latter being given in Fig. 4.16 and

4.17. There is a trend for the compliance of both laminates to be

somewhat larger for narrow specimens than for wider specimens. This

width effect is more pronounced for the laminate with three fiber

dlrections as would be predlcted by an understanding of the

Interaction of the free edges and the fiber truss effect. While this

effect was fairly small for these laminates, the width effect should

be greater as the laminate compliance reaches the fiber truss limit.

„ Also, Fig. 4.18 confirms the flber truss concept by demonstratlng

almost no width effect for only two fibers direction laminates, as

would be expected.

The effect of the free edge has been shown to be more significant

for long term compliance of laminates than might be predicted by short
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term observations. This free edge effect can cause narrow speclmens

to be signiflcantly more compliant than CLT would predict. Therefore

in this study all laminate speclmens of three or more fiber angles

were 1 inch wide to minimize the viscoelastic edge effect. For long

term durability, it has been demonstrated that specimens with three or

more fiber dlrectlons have dramatlcally less creep than laminates

consisting of only two fiber directions, even though the difference

for short term loading is much smaller.



Chapter 5

THERMOVISCOELASTIC CHARACTERIZATION OF KEVLAR/EPOXY COMPOSITE

There are several obstacles in characterizlng and predlcting the

long term viscoelastlc properties of a FRP composite lamlnate. First,

lt ls not practical to perform long term tests of the same duratlon

that the product might experience in service. Although the product

might be in service for 20 years, tests of more than a few weeks are

difficult and expensive to perform. Furthermore, FRP composites are

orthotropic at the lamina level, thus requlring the determinatlon of

four material parameters instead of the usual two for an lsotropic

material which adds to the total number of tests necessary. These

problems can be reduced to manageable levels by using the

Tlme-Temperature-Superposition-Prlnclple (TTSP), which was presented

in chapter 2, to characterize the long term response of the

unidlrectlonal lamlna for all four material properties.

This chapter will show how the TTSP has been successfully applied

to an orthotropic composlte material to obtain long term lamina

viscoelastlc property data from short term tests. The material system

tested was made from Kevlar 49 flbers and Fiberlte 7714A epoxy. This

composite system was chosen since Kevlar fiber are vlscoelastic in the

longitudlnal direction. By having vlscoelastic flber ln a

viscoelastic matrix all four material properties will be viscoelastic

and this insures a viscoelastic orthotroplc material. A second reason

151
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for examlnlng Kevlar/epoxy ls due to lts lncreasing use in industry

and the current lack of understanding of vlscoelastlc properties of

composlte made from Kevlar.

The results obtalned in this experimental phase of the study wlll

be used ln the numerical model developed in chapter 3 to predlct long

term response of any general laminate constructed from the

Kevlar/epoxy composlte system. Three basic results will be generated

in this chapter for each of the four material property direction.

One, a master curve for general linear viscoelastic response will

obtalned. Two, a shift factor function will be generated. And,

three, the nonllnear viscoelastlc response will be presented.

General Stress-Straln Resgnse

Before extensive vlscoelastlc testing was performed, sample

unldirectlonal specimens were tested for ultimate strength and

stress-straln behavior at a high loading rate. This information was

baslcally used to determine the stress levels for the vlscoelastlc

tests and to verify the basic material properties as published by the

DuPont, the supplier of the specimens. The results of these tests for

the flber direction, Su and transverse direction, S22 are shown ln

Fig. 5.1.

The ultimate stress for the fiber direction, ua}, and transverse

direction, uvz, are 1300 MPa (188.6 KSI) and 12.3 MPa (1.88 KSI),

respectlvely. The uerl ls comparable with the published ultimate

tensile strength of Kevlar/epoxy [112] of 1379 MPa. The slight
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decrease ls could be due to the grlpplng mechanlsm not being the

optlmum type, possible sllght mlsallgnment, and experlmental error.

The uvz ls conslderably less then the normal tra.nsverse strength of

. 28 MPa reported by DuPont [112,113] but the same for the results

reported by Tsal of 12 MPa [114]. The same results of low uva

strength were experienced in the vlscoelastlc creep testing done ln

this study where vz of 10 MPa or more would fall the specimen in a

delayed rupture mode. Whlle the shear strength was not tested

directly, unldlrectlonal 10° off-axls speclmens were tested for

ultimate stress since these type speclmens were used ln the

vlscoelastlc test. The ultimate speclmen stress, uvx, was 164 MPa

(23.8 KSI) which ls lower then the predlcted strength of 210 MPa for a

10° unldlrectlonal speclmen load at 0° using ultlmates glven by Tsal

[114]. If the speclmen was sllghtly mlsallgned, say 12° instead of

10°off-axls, then the predlcted ultimate would be only 162 MPa. Thus

the lower strength could be due to sllght load mlsallgnment. In

summary, the ultimate stress loads for the 0°, 10°, and 90° speclmens

were found to be 1.30 GPa, 164 MPa, and 12.3 MPa, respectlvely. These

ultlmates were used only as guldellnes to base the stress level

selection for the vlscoelastlc creep tests.

Accelerated Testing Using TTSP

The valldlty of the TTSP has been well established for polymerlc

materials as a means to accelerate tlme dependent testing [1]. Since

many fiber relnforced composltes have a polymerlc based resln for the
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matrix material, lt ls reasonable to expect these composltes will also

be vlscoelastic and that the TTSP could be used for accelerated

testing. Furthermore, Kevlar flbers are also viscoelastlc which

lncreases the overall composite vlscoelastlc response and at the same

time compllcates the application of TTSP to composltes.

Brlnson, et al. [72] originally proposed an accelerated

characterization procedure for lamlnated materials. It was suggested

that a minimal amount of short—term tests could be performed on the

unidlrectional material at different temperatures, stress and moisture

levels and then horizontally shifted to construct master curves using

theorles such as TTSP, TSSP (Time-Stress—Superposlt1on—Prlnciple) and

TMSP (T1me—Molsture-Superposition-Princlple). They showed that

graphite/934 epoxy composlte lamlna can be characterlzed for long

times from short term tests by using temperature and/or stress as the

acceleratlng factor [73,76]. Results for other laminated composites

under various load and temperature levels can be found in Refs. 67 and

115.

Because the individual lamlna of FRP composites can be considered

to be orthotropic, four independent material constants that relate

stress and strain (assuming a state of plane stress) need to be

determlned. These constants can be functions of time, stress level,

temperature, moisture, aging, and other environmental factors [30].

The stress—straln relationship or constitutlve equations can be

written as
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::1 Su(t,T,0*,M) Sl2(t,T,0*,M) 0 0*1[::2 } = [S12(t,T,0*,M) S22(t,T,0*,M) 0 {0*2} (5.1)
712 0 0 S66(t,'l',0·,M) 1*12

where S11, S12, S22, and S68 are the compliances in the fiber

direction, transverse/fiber coupling direction, transverse direction,

and in shear, respectively. Each of these terms can be determined

from a unidirectional lamina through experimental testing. For some

FRF composites, such as graphite/epoxy, the fibers are essentially

elastic and thus Su and S12 terms are time independent. However, for

Kevlar/epoxy which was used in this study, all four terms are time

dependent and must be determined. The method used to determine these

compllance terms were static creep and creep recovery tests on 0°,

90°, and 10° unidlrectional lamina specimens as described in

chapter 4. The master curves were constructed from short term tests,

and then a viscoelastic model was fitted to the master curves.

Linear Viscoelastlc Characterlzatlon of Kevlar/Egggg

To construct the master curves by using TTSF, short term tests,

15-20 minutes, were first conducted at various temperature levels but

at the same, constant stress level. The same test speclmen was used

at all temperature levels for each set of short term tests in order to

assure conslstent and shiftable results. Three to four different

samples, each at a different stress level, were tested in this manner

for each direction, 1.e., Su, S12, etc.
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The four stress levels tested on the 0° speclmens far the S11
compliance were 83.7, 193, 298, 443 MPa (6.4%, 15%, 23%, and 34% of

ultimate, respectively). The individual creep curves for all

temperature levels are shown in Flgs. 5.2-5.5. All four stress levels

showed an constant creep rate at every temperature levels.

The short term curves were then shifted to construct master

curves and to determine the shift factor function (see following

section). The shifting was done by use of a microcomputer based

program called
’ACS’

(Automated Curve Shiftlng) written for this study

that employs both numerlcal and graphically shifting methods (see

Appendix D). The constant creep and consistency between tests for the

S11
compliance facilitated the curve shiftlng.

The master curves that resulted from the shifting process for S11

are shown in Fig. 5.6. To ldentify the true perspective and

slmilarlty between tests and stress levels, the full scale ls shown in

Fig. 5.7. The compliance in the axlal direction ls nearly linear in

log time, even at long times, for all temperature levels which agrees

with test results on single Kevlar flbers obtained by Horn, et al,

[83] and by Ho, et al. [35].

The flber/transverse coupllng compliance,
S12, ls obtalned from

loading a 0° unidirectional specimen and measuring the straln ln the

transverse direction as was explained in chapter 2. This allows the

S11 and S12 compliance to be obtained from the same specimen during

the same test by mounting straln gages transverse to the fibers while

loading in the fiber direction. Therefore, the stress levels were the
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same as for Su, 83.7, 193, 298, and 443 MPa, as were the temperature

lncrements. The individual creep curves are shown in Figs. 5.8-5.11

for each stress level.

Similar to the Su compliance, the master curves were constructed

by using ’ACS' which are shown in Figs. 5.12 and 5.13. The master

curve, by definition, ls negative and continues to decrease with

increasing time. For the first six decades of time the master curve

ls smooth and continuous but then starts to vary slightly. Although

the reason for this ls not fully understood it could in part be due to

the difficulty to obtaining the
S12

compliance term. To calculate

S12, the straln in the transverse direction of a 0° unidirectlonal

test specimen must be measured when loaded in the fiber direction.

This requires a very high load in the fiber direction to detect any

strain change in the transverse direction.

The individual creep test results for the transverse direction

compliance,
S22,

are shown in Figs. 5.14-5.17 for load levels of 1.43,

3.51, 5.30, and 7.47 MPa. These curves were shifted to construct the

master curves shown in Fig. 5.18. The compliance in the transverse

direction,
S22,

for the master curves is more in the form of a power

law than the previous two compliance terms. Only the two lower stress

levels, 1.43 and 3.51 MPa, are distinctly visible through the entire

spectrum of the viscoelastic response. The remainlng two specimens,

at higher stress levels, failed prior to reaching the tenth decade of

time but they match the lower two stress levels up to the failure

point. The compliance master curves at 1.43 and 3.51 MPa indicates a
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nonllnear stress effect, but the 5.30 and 7.47 MPa stress levels do

not continue the same trend. One possible reason for the difference

between compllance curves ls that different specimens were used for

each stress level which can cause scatter. Later, a single speclmen

will be tested at different stress level with the temperature held

constant, to ldentify the nonllnear stress effect.

A unique characterlstic of the S22 term, not evident in the other

compllance terms, is the leveling off of the compliance at long times.

This conforms to the physical properties of most polymer based

materials where they exhlbit dlstinct glassy and rubbery plateaus

where the compliance remalns falrly constant over time. Since there

was no vertical shlfting done, the plateau effect seems to exhlblt

some scatter but the effect of enterlng into the rubbery region ls

evident. The characteristlc in the rubbery region could not be

lnvestlgated further due to specimens falling at the high temperatures

(¤100° C). Another possible cause of the leveling off of the

compliance is the adhesive used to adhere the straln gages could be

creeping. The high temperature, 101.3° C, is the upper limit for the

recommended temperature range.

The 10° unidirectional off-axis speclmens used to calculate the

shear compliance,
SBB,

were tested at three stress levels, 41.2, 112,

and 148 MPa (global coordinate system). These short term tests are

shown in Flgs. 5.19-5.21. The associated master curves are shown in

Fig. 5.22. The master curve is also of the power law shape and is

continuous. The higher two stress level speclmens failed at lower
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compllances and do not show up well. These three master curves show

the possibility of nonllnear stress effects, which up to this point

has not been evident. The nonlinear stress effects will be discussed

later.

Shift Factor Function

The temperature shift factors that were calculated by the
’ACS’

program are plotted verses temperature in Figs. 5.23-5.26 for all

tested stress levels. These factors tend to follow a linear

relationship which is also drawn in the flgures. Shift factor

functions that are commonly used are the WLF (W1lliams—Landel—Ferry)

equation for temperatures between Tg and 100° C above Tg and the

Arrhenlus equation for temperatures below Tg. While either the WLF or

Arrhenlus equation could have been used, the emplrlcal linear equatlon

seems to model the shift factor well and ls easily used in a numerical

procedure (see chapter 3).

The linear shift function for each of the dlrectlons, were

calculated using a least—squares fit giving

Log ar = 2.333 — 0.080 T (5.2a)
11

Log aT = :;.667 — 0.100 1· · (5.2b)
12

Log a_l_ = 5.549 - 0.164 T (5.2c)
22

mg ar = 5.217 — 0.151 T (5.2d)
86
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where T is temperature Celsius and ar is the shift factor. The
IJ

reference temperature, To, for all four compliance terms is 32° C.

Ideally there should be two independent shift factor functions (SFF)

for a FRP composite, one for the fiber material and one for the resin.

The transverse direction and shear SFF, both resin domlnated, are

lndeed similar and are within error limits of the experimental data.

However, the fiber and coupling direction SFF are notably different

which may be due to the difficulty in measurlng the
S12

compllance.

The Arrhenius equation was also calculated for each of the

material properties and ls shown in the respective figures (Figs.

5.23-5.26). The activation energy for each of the four material are

42.5, 47.4, 75.8, 64.9 kcal/mole-K for Su, S12, S22, and $66,
respectively. Both the Su and S12 shift factor functions are similar

which is expected since they are both fiber domlnated. The S22
and

S68
are also similar which ls expected since they are both resin

dominated. The activation energy for the epoxy for reaction rate and

curing is generally between 15 and 25 kcal/mole—K [116] which is

slgniflcantly lower than the value obtained from applylng the TTSP.

One point to remember however, is that activation mechanism for curlng

and creep is different. The resin is more thermally sensitive than

the fibers and thus the activation energy for creep ls also higher
”

than for the Kevlar fiber domlnated compliances, Su and S12.

Modeling the Linear Viscoelastic Resgnse

Each of the four master curves were modeled by a power law of the
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form

s = 60 + mt“ (5.3)

were m and n are the power law constants and Se ls the lnstantaneous

compllance. This form was chosen for slmplicity and ease of use in a

numerical solution process. If nonllnear stress effects arise, S° and

m can be modeled as functions of stress. It is generally assumed that

the exponent n is constant.

For linear vlscoelastic compliance, the following curves were the

best fit of the experimental master curves.

su = [ 10.677 + 2.515 z°‘°‘° 11>a" (5.4a)

612 = [ -4.686 — 0.667 t°‘°°° 1 1r>a°‘ (5.4b)

622 = [191.3 + 1.668 t°‘2" 1 TPa-1 (6.46)

668 = [496.6 + 4.109 u°‘3°5 TPa_1 (5.4d)

where t is in seconds. These curves are plotted ln Figs. 5.6, 5.7,

5.12, 5.13, 5.18, and 5.22 with the master curves to show the fit.

For the S11, S12 and S22 compliance terms, where the nonlinear stress

effects are small, the modeled curve match well with the average of

the master curves, where as the Sb compliance term, which has a

stronger nonllnear stress effect, matches only the lowest stress
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level. The nonllnear analysis will be presented in the next section

to account for the nonllnear stress effects.

Nonlinear Viscoelastlc Characterization

Although the master curves were constructed at three or four

stress levels for each compliance term, they could not be used to

determine the nonllnear stress effects since the scatter between each

speclmen was on the same order of magnitude as the nonllnear effects.

The only exception to this was the shear compliance which had the high

degree of stress nonllnearity. To reduce the scatter and better

understand the nonllnear stress effects, additional tests become

necessary where the temperature was held constant and the stress

levels were varled on the same sample. It should be noted that a
l

different speclmen for each series of tests at each temperature level

was used. These stress varled tests were done at two or three

temperature levels for each material property. In the following

paragraphs the results of these tests will be presented for each

material property.-

The model used for the nonlinear stress effects was a simple

quadratlc function for both the elastlc and vlscoelastic portlon of

the power law as explalned more fully in chapter 2. The complete

model follows the form

s = s°(1+g«2) + m<1+r«2)c“ (5.5)

where So and »· are constants determined from the linear vlscoelastlc
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analysis, done in the previous section, and the g and f constants are

determined from the nonllnear viscoelastic analysis. The nonllnear

stress parameter, 6, ls assumed to be the stress in the direction

associated with the corresponding compliance. Thus, for the Su and

S12 terms, the nonlinear stress parameter would be the stress ln the

fiber direction,
611,

for the particular ply that ls of interest.

Likewlse, 622 is used for S22 and 612 ls used for $66. Another common

nonlinear stress parameter ls the matrix octahedral shear stress which

accounts for stress interactions [30]. While this method works well

for S22 and S68 lt does not work for the Su and S12 which are fiber

dominated. Other models for nonlinear viscoelasticlty, such as the

Findley power law and Schapery Integral equation, have been used with

success by others [26,30,77] however the simpllclty and ease of use in

a numerical procedure of the above quadratic model made it the one of

choice for the slight nonlinearity observed with the current system.

For a more complete explanatlon on stress nonlinear parameters refer

to chapter 2 and 3.

The nonllnear stress analysis in the fiber direction revealed a

slight elastic nonlinearity. Unlike most materials, Kevlar has been

shown to have a small stiffening effect as the load ls increased.

This effect was also evident in this study when the stress levels were

increased while the temperature remained the same. Figure 5.27 and

5.28 show the results of these tests at two temperatures. The slope

creep rate is constant between tests but the creep progresslvely begin

at a lower compliance level with increasing stress level. The lower
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temperature tests, Fig. 5.28, does not exhiblt as much nonllnear

effect as the higher temperature tests, Fig. 5.27, which might be

expected due to the acceleratlng effect of temperature. To understand

and model the nonlinear stress effects, each of the individual tests

at each temperature was modeled to a power law where n and m were

fixed at the values established earlier for the linear model

(n = 0.040, m = 10.677 at T° = 32° C). This allowed only the S° or

the instantaneous compliance to vary and resulted ln a series of

decreaslng values as the stress lncreased. These values, normallzed

to 1 are shown in Fig. 5.29. The higher temperature case decreased

even at lower stress levels where as the lower temperature level case

actually lncreased sllghtly before decreasing. The sllght increase,

less than 1%, ls thought to be from experimental scatter. While

there ls evidences of temperature effect on the nonllnear stress

effect, it was not modeled since there was only two test cases

examined. Also, the nonllnear stress effect ls less than 5% at the

failure stress level. Therefore, the nonllnear stress effect was only

modeled as a function of stress.

The model used was in the form of (1 + gera), as mentioned

earlier, and was determlned by a less squares fit of the data from

both temperature levels. The nonlinear model is drawn in as a solid

line in Fig. 5.29. To better understand the overall nonlinear effect,

Fig. 5.29 was redrawn to full scale ln Fig 5.30. One point to note is

that the maximum stress level tested was only 800 MPa, approxlmately

66% of ultimate. Higher loads were not possible since the speclmens
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would slld ln the frlctlon grlps, partlcularly at the elevated

temperature. The other material properties, except
S12

did not have

this problem since the ultimate stress, and subsequently the load

carrled by frictlon, was substantlally lower. The final nonlinear

viscoelastlc model for the flber direction ls

su = [ 10.877 (1 — 4.448 x 10-8 ez) + 2.515 t°‘°‘° ] wa" (5.8)

The coupling compllance, S12 was similar to the Su compliance ln

that only the lnstantaneous compllance was nonlinear. Figures 5.31

and 5.32 shows the effect of stress for two temperature levels. Like

Su the nonllnear stress effect has a stlffening effect which ls

expected since the S12 compllance ls also fiber domlnated. However

the higher degree of nonllnearlty, as much as 20% nonllnear effect at

failure stress, was surprislng (see Fig. 5.28) whereas Su was only 5%

nonllnear at failure stress. The model, (1 + gez), to model the

nonllnear effects was fitted to the data and ls drawn on Fig 5.33.

The data for both temperature levels agreed surprlsing well which

lndlcates no temperature dependence for nonlinear effects. For

reference, the full scale ls once again given in Fig. 5.34, which

clearly shows the magnltude of nonllnear stress effects. The final

nonlinear S12 model

is612= [-4.688 (1 - 1.784 x 10‘°’ ez) - 0.687 •;°‘°°° TPa._1 (5.7)

The transverse compliance, S22,
also showed evldences of
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nonllnear stress effects when the temperature was held constant and

the stress level was lncreased on each lndlvldual test. The results

of two such tests are shown ln Flgs. 5.35 and 5.36. Llke the Su and

S12
tests, the rate of creep remalned falrly constant between tests at

different stress levels which lndlcates that only the lnstantaneous

compllance ls nonllnear. It should be noted that even the

lnstantaneous nonllnear effects are small and thus the transverse

compllance could be assumed a llnear vlscoelastlc material property.

This agrees with the concluslons reached by Hell [76] with T900/934

that the transverse dlrectlon ls linear and only the shear compllance

ln nonllnear. Also, the transverse dlrectlon ls more hlghly

constralned then the shear ln a physical sense, which would llmlt the

nonllnear stress effects. However, for sake of completeness, the

lnstantaneous nonllnear stress effect was modeled and the results are

shown ln Fig. 5.37 and 5.38. The scatter was large, partly due to the

smallness on the nonllnear effect, but the general trend is evldent.

The complete S22 ls modeled as

su = [191.3 (1 + 1.481 x 10-2 (:2) + 1.668 t°'”‘
] TPa-4 (5.8)

The shear compliance showed evldences of large nonllnear stress

effects at hlgh temperature (67° C) but none at low temperatures

(40° C) as shown ln Flgs. 5.39 — 5.41. This dependence on temperature

was not fully understood and needs more lnvestlgatlon. For this study

it has been assumed that there ls no temperature dependency ln the
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nonllnear stress effects, thus allowlng the numerical procedures

methods to work. To model the stress nonlinearities only the middle

temperature results was used. Both the lnstantaneous and viscoelastic

compliances were modeled using (1 + gc?) and (1 + fc?). respectlvely.

The normalized results are shown in Figs. 5.42-5.45 along with the

model. The complete viscoelastic model for the shear compliance ls

666 = [496.6 (1 + 6.676 x 10-5 (rz)

+ 4.109 (1 + 3.295 x 10-4 (rz) z°‘°°‘] 'rPa" (5.9)

The nonlinear viscoelastic constitutlve model obtained

experimentally will be used in the numerical procedure to predict the

laminate viscoelastic response. Equatlons 5.4a-d descrlbing the

temperature effect as well as the viscoelastlc models, Eqs. 5.6-5.9

are to be used ln the numerical procedure. The following chapter will

compare the numerlcal predlctions and actual experimental tests on

various laminates, including unidirectional, conposites.
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Chapter 6

VERIFICATION OF TTSP CHARACTERIZATION

The Kevlar/epoxy lamlna characterization and constitutlve

modellng in chapter 5 were based on using short term tests and then

applying the TTSP. Master curves for all four compliance material

properties were obtalned in this manner for up to 15 decades of time.

Even though actual creep tests cannot be performed for that length of

time to verify that TTSP can be applied, shorter tests of two to four

weeks are feaslble. Through these shorter tests, but still much

longer than the characterization tests (15-25 minutes), the general

trend can be verified. Furthermore these medium length tests can be

done at elevated temperature to insure the tests go through the

glassy/rubbery transition region which was identified for the
S22

and

SSS
terms. These medium lengths are designed to conflrm the

viscoelastic models developed in chapter 5.

A four week test was performed on an unidirectlonal 0° speclmen

made of eight plies. Testing was done on a creep testing machine at

320° C using strain gages similar to the short term tests. The creep

compllance, shown in Fig. 6.1, lnitially is slightly less than the

model predicts but matches the predictlons after the first few

minutes. More important is that the rate of creep (slope of the

compliance curve in log time) is the same. This also agrees with the

results obtained by Horn, et al [83], which are also shown in Fig 6.1.
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The trend or rate of creep ls important if the predlctlon for longer

time spans, such as years, are to be correct.

Unlike the Su compliance which has a constant creep rate, the

transverse compllance term, S22,
changes rapldly after the first 5 or

6 decades of time for 32° (see Flgs. 5. 18). In order to better verify

the nonllnear model, medium length tests were done at temperatures

higher than the reference temperature of 32° C so that the rapldly

changing portlon of the model would be detected. This amounts to

shifting the basic compllance curves to the right so that the start of

the transltlon region between the glassy and rubbery states will be

evldent in the 4 week time span of the actual tests. This does

however,1ntroduce further compllcatlons and possible experimental

error due to the temperature and shift factor function dependency.

The two unidirectional, 90° specimens were tested at 49° C and

66° C in a similar fashion as other
S22

tests done prevlously using

straln gages. The results are shown ln Flgs. 8.2 and 6.3 along with

the predictions. In both cases the actual test results are sllghtly

lower than the predictions. For reference only, the predlctlons for

3° C lower temperatures are also shown, which match the actual test

results. This lndicates how sensitive the compllance ls to small

changes in temperature and how critical the shift factor function ls

to the predictions of creep. The agreement between the actual and

predlcted compllance for
S22

is reasonable especially when conslderlng

the test were done at elevated temperatures and that the temperature

accuracy of the ovens are ls t1° C.
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The last compliance term that was varied by medium term tests was

the shear compllance, SSB. This test was on unldirectional 10°

specimens at elevated temperature, 49° C, to verify the transltion or

the higher creep rate region. The results of the test, as shown in

Fig 6.4, are slightly higher over the complete range of the test which

could be attributed to a low shift factor at 49° C. However the trend

ls the same as the prediction.

The TTSP has been shown to be a reliable and accurate method to

characterize long term properties of fiber reinforced composlte

materials. Medium length tests (2-4 weeks) for the creep compllance

of S11, S22, and Sr; agreed with the predlcted compliance based on the

master curve and models obtalned from using the TTSP. Although long

term tests have not been done to verify the complete master curve, the

medium length tests confirm the trend for each naterlal property.
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Chapter 7

ACTUAL LAMINATE CREEP RESPONSE VERSUS PREDICTION

The ultimate objective in characterizlng and modeling a composlte

lamlna is to predict the response of laminates constructed from the

lamina. Chapter 3 outlined a numerical procedure to use the lamina

models to predict the general response of any laminate. This chapter

will present the creep test results conducted at various temperatures

and stresses levels for two to four weeks on several laminates

consistlng of two, three, and four flber directions. These results

will be compared to the predicted values obtained from the computer

program VCAP, which uses the numerical procedure presented in

chapter 3 and described in Appendix C.

Two Fiber Direction Lamlnates

Three different types of two fiber direction laminates were

tested, [t45]2s, [30/-60128, and [15/-7512s. All three came from the

same basic laminate cross-ply laminate, [90/0128.

The first set of tests were done at elevated temperature, 49° C

in order to rigorously check the prediction. By using a test

temperature other than the reference temperature, the numerical

prediction must use both the vlscoelastlc laminate model and shift

factor function developed for each of the four compliance terms. The

results for the [30/-60128 and [15/-75128 laminates, shown in

220
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Fig. 7.1, agree well with the predlctlons but the results for the two

[:4512s
specimens were high at the start and low toward the end of the

test. The beginning discrepancy could be the result of scatter

between speclmens, but the reason for the lower creep rate at the end

of the test (2-3 weeks) is not known. Even though the two [:4512.

specimens were tested at different stress levels, 10.7 and 13.0 MPa,

nonlinear stress effects were not evident in the actual tests or the

predlctlons. The strains are in the 0.5% range.

A second set of two tests were performed on the [:45]% type

laminate to better understand the dlscrepancy between actual and

predicted creep compllance. The tests were done at 32° C, the TTSP

reference temperature, using different specimens at about 38 MPa for

each. The results are shown in Fig. 7.2. The agreement between the

actual results and predictions are better than the first set of

[:45128 tests for both the elastlc and vlscoelastic portions. The two

tests do show some scatter between themselves and the prediction but

it is within expected bounds.

Three Fiber Direction Lamlnates

A total of six laminates constructed with three different fiber

orientations were tested. The first set of three laminates included

[QOZ/45/*45ls, [452/0/901_, and [202/-25/6518. The tests were

performed at 70° C to again lnsure a rigorously check on the actual

results and predictlon comparison. The creep compliance for all three

laminates are shown in Fig. 7.3. The experimental results for the
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[452/0/90]¤ and [202/-25/65]s laminates match well with the numerical

predictions. However, the creep compliance for the [902/45/-45],

lamlnate increases slower than the prediction for the first few

minutes of the test but then increases faster after a day. One

possible explanation for the higher creep at long times is that the

specimen has undergone damage and thus causes a higher creep rate.

However, additional tests done on different [902/45/-451s laminates at

49° C showed good agreement with predictions, Fig. 7.4, which suggests

that some type of experimental error contributed to the actual and

predicted compliance not matching. While damage certainly can

contribute to creep, this study assumed that the load levels where low

enough not to inflict damage to the test specimens, but in the future

studies damage and its effect on creep should be examined. Another

source of error is the fiber truss problem, (chapter 4) which

theoretically restricts the total creep of a three or more fiber

direction laminate of infinite width. Although 1 inch wide specimens

were used to minlmize the fiber truss effect, higher than predicted

creep rate is possible. One final note, the stress level d1dn’t

effect the creep compliance, Fig. 7.4, as was predicted by the

numerical procedure.

The second of three laminates, consisting of [02/45/-45],,

[-102/-55/-3518, and [-202/-65/2518, were tested at 65° C. These

laminates were tested to investigate the effect of off-axis loading on

a typical laminate used in industry, which is analogous to loading a

[O2/45/-451s laminate in the 0°, 10°, and 20° directions. The results
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are shown in Fig. 7.5 along with the numerical predlctions. As would

be expected, the further off—axls the lamlnate ls loaded, the greater

the creep compliance. However the actual tests show the difference

much greater than the numerical procedure predlcts. The numerlcal

predlctions lndlcate that the creep compllance for the [02/45/-45].

and [-102/-55/-3518 to be nearly equal, however the test results show

them about 6% different. This could be due to both speclmen

differences and scatter, and from edge effects being greater in the

off—ax1s speclmens. More important, the creep rate is similar for all

three lamlnates and predictions.

Four Fiber Direction Laminates

The last type of lamlnates tested were four direction lamlnates.

The laminates tested were two [90/-45/45/0],, one [10/55/-35/-80].,

and one [20/65/-25/-7018, which once again simulate off—axis loading

effects. All four laminates are classified as quasi—lsotroplc which

means that the material properties are the same in any direction, if

the material is linear. Since the nonllnear vlscoelastic response ls

minor for the flber direction, which ls dominant ln this type of

laminate, they should also be quasi-lsotropic in terms of vlscoelastlc

response. The test results, Fig. 7.6, show the creep compliance of

all four lamlnates are lndeed similar and the predlctlons are

ldentical for all lamlnates. The experimental results do match the

predictions falrly well, with the exception of same elastic strain

scatter between specimens, and more lmportantly, the creep rate of all
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laminates matches the predlction.

Nonlinear Stress Effects

Although nonllnear stress effects were modeled for all four

compllance material properties, they were found to be lnslgnificant

except for the shear compliance,
S26.

Even so, lt was thought that

the laminates of two or more fiber dlrectlons might exhlblt some

nonlinear stress effects. In order to identify these effects,

lamlnates similar to those previously tested, were tested at a series

of stress levels ranging from about 5-10% to 60-70% of ultimate which

corresponds to roughly to 0.1-0.8% stra1n.. For each series of stress

levels the same specimen was used and the temperature was held

constant. If different specimens were used for each stress level, the

scatter between speclmens are enough to make ldentlfying stress

effects impossible since the nonlinear effects are so small. The

length of each test was four to six hours which was longer than the

characterlzation test but shorter than the long term confirmatlon

tests dlscussed earlier in this chapter.

The first type of laminates tested were constructed with two

fiber direction, [30/-6012s and [15/-75128. Since these lamlnates

experience slgnificant shear stresses between plies they should be

sensitive to nonlinear stress effects. The results shown in Fig,7.7

do show a slight stress effect in the actual tests but lt ls not

dominant. The magnitude of the stress effect is predicted by the

numerlcal procedure, VCAP, is also shown in Fig. 7.7. The [15/-75]2s
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lamlnate agrees with the prediction well for both the compliance value

and for the magnitude. However the compllance for [30/—60]2· lamlnate

ls higher than predicted and the rate of change is lower. The

magnltude of the stress effects ls however close to the predlcted

compllance.

The second type of lamlnates tested for stress effects had flbers

running in three different fiber directions, [202/-25/65].,

[452/O/90ls, and [902/45/—45]s. These laminates were tested at two

different temperature levels to identlfy if temperature had an

accelerating effect on the nonlinear stress effects. Different

specimens were used at each of the two temperature levels. Again the

strain levels ranged from 0.1% to about 0.8% which is the expected

operating range for these composltes in actual applications. The

results for the 49° C and 70° C are shown in Figs. 7.8 and 7.9

respectively. The nonllnear stress for all laminates at both

temperature levels is minor and what effect is shown could be

considered within experimental error. The predlcted nonlinear stress

effect ls less than 0.5% and is not identlflable in the figures. In

concluslon, the nonlinear stress effects are slight or nonexistent in

most lamlnates. Only the two fiber directions laminates, with their

large shear stress, show any evidence of the nonlinear stress effect.

For both temperatures, the [202/-25/6515 and [452/0/90]*

laminates did match well with the predlctions for the compllance which

is similar to the long term test presented in the previous sections.

Again, the [902/45/-4518 laminate did not match as well at the high
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temperature but did agree well at the lower temperature.



Chapter 8

SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary of Work

This study investigated the thermoviscoelastic characterization

and prediction of Kevlar/epoxy laminates. The work consisted of five

basic areas; the thermoviscoelastic characterization of the four

material properties of a orthotropic composite lamina, the development

of a constitutive model describing the nonlinear viscoelastic

properties, the development of a new numerical procedure to predict

long term laminate properties without time constraints and numerical

instabilitles, the installation of the new numerlcal procedure into a

microcomputer based program to facilitate ease of use, and the

verification of the accelerated characterizatlon process and numerical

procedure by conducting long term creep tests. All five aspects were

successfully accomplished in this study with the end result being a

user friendly, microcomputer program that can be used by design

engineers in industry to predict thermoviscoelastic properties of

orthotropic composite materials.

A Kevlar/epoxy compos1te.system was examined in this study since

all four materials properties are viscoelastic which is unlike the

previously studied graphite/epoxy composites with only two material

properties viscoelastic. This allowed a more complete study of

viscoelastic response of orthotropic materials and a rlgorous check
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for the numerlcal procedure to predict general lamlnate response.

The characterlzatlon process involved using three types of

unidlrectlonal composite laminates, to°1, [10°], and [90°] to

determlned the four Independent material properties associated with

FRP composltes. An accelerated characterization technique developed

and used previously at VPI&SU [72-82] for graphite/epoxy composlte

systems was employed. The technique involved using the Time-

Temperature—SuperposItIon-Principle to construct master curves for up

to 14 decades of time from short term tests of only 15-20 minutes of

length. This technique werked surprislng well and the master curves

were subsequently used to model the viscoelastic response of each of

the four material properties. As an added benefit, the TTSP produced

shift factor functions which enabled the model and numerlcal procedure

to Incorporate the effects of temperature. The characterizatlon

process also included nonlinear stress effects on long term

compllance. However, only the shear compliance had any detectable

nonlinear stress effect.

The experlmentally developed master curves for creep compliance

were used to develop the constitutive equatIons. Three types of

models were examined, the Schapery Integral, Flndley power law and a

newly proposed quadratic power law. While all three are baslcally

emplrical functions with equal chances of success, the quadratic power

law was Implemented because of Its simpler form and for its easier

numerical Implementation. Only creep data was used to determine the 5

Independent material properties for each compllance term even though
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creep recovery data was available. This study showed that both creep

and creep recovery data can be used equally well in determlning the

’n’
exponent value of the power law, but the creep recovery method has

a signiflcantly higher standard deviation and is more prone to error.

The nonllnear stress parameter used to describe the stress effects on

the compliance was also examined. While most nonlinear viscoelastlc

models use the matrix octahedral shear stress as the nonllnearlzing

parameter, this study used the actual stress ln the direction of the

desired compliance model since the fibers aer also viscoelastic and

the matrix octahedral shear stress method cannot apply to the fiber

direction compliance.

Originally, this study planned to use a previously developed

numerical algorithm [77] to predict the vlscoelastic response of

general laminates. However, due to numerical instabillties and time

limitatlons, a new procedure was developed. By using a nonlinear

differentlal equatlon formulatlon based on a Kelvin element, a

procedure was developed that is stable for all time step sizes and for

non-positive definlte stlffness matrices. In addition, the past

stress and straln history does not need to be stored nor does the

calculation time increase exponentially with each time step, as was

V previously the case. This allows very long time spans, i.e.
1020

seconds, to be accurately calculated within computer time restraints.

The new numerlcal formulation also uses a 2nd order solution technique

which enables higher accuracy.

The most important beneflt of the new procedure, with its reduced
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need for computer time, was the ability to program the procedure on a

microcomputer. There are many advantages of having the program run on

an IBM PC type mlcrocomputer, such as portability, ease of use,

lnexpenslve operation, large installed base, etc. The program, called

°VCAP' (Viscoelastic Composite Analysis Program), lncorporates help

screens, graphics, menus, error analysis, and other features which

allow the program to be easily used by industry.

The last part of this study involved verlficatlon of the TTSP

acceleratlon technique and numerlcal predictions of general lamlnates

constructed of Kevlar/epoxy. To check the validlty of the TTSP, two

to four week long term tests were conducted at various temperatures on

different unidlrectional speclmens. The compllance curves from these

longer term tests matched well with the results generated using the

TTSP method. In some cases, however, the temperature was shown to

greatly affect the creep compllance curve and thus cause some

differences between TTSP results and actual results. Over a dozen

different lamlnates, two, three, and four fiber direction types, were

tested for up to four weeks. Overall, the agreement was very good

between the numerlcal predictions and actual creep test results.

In summary, this study has successfully characterlzed a

Kevlar/epoxy composite, modeled the thermoviscoelastlc properties,

developed a robust numerical procedure to predlcting laminate

viscoelastic response, and verlfled the above accomplishments with

actual laminate creep tests.
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Recommendatlons

Whlle the objectlves of thls study were accompllshed there are

still a tremendous number of unanswered questions about the

thermovlscoelastlc characterlzatlon of composite lamlnates. The most

notlceable deficiency of the this study is the llmltations of the

numerlcal procedure of only being able to predict point stresses and

strains for in-plane loading cases. Work should be done to extend the

procedure to include bendlng or moment loads and eventually out of

plane loadlngs. Also, composite structures with non—un1form stress

and strain fields need to be understood. To include these type of

capabillties, the numerlcal procedure needs to be used in conjunctlon

with a flnite element procedure instead of the using the Classical

Laminat lon Theory assumptions which currently being done. Although by

using a finite element based procedure, the simple and easy to use

program concept is no longer possible, and a microcomputer and its

advantages can no longer be used.

Molsture, along with adsorptlon and desorptlon, needs to be

included in the viscoelastic model since composlte are affected by

water in a similar manner as temperature. Along these same lines, the

effect of temperature and stress varlatlon or cycling on the

viscoelastlc properties needs to be better lnvestlgated since few

composlte structures experience only one temperature and stress level

during its service life.

A large research effort ls currently being devoted to

understanding damage of composites. This effort needs to be extended
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to the viscoelastic properties. Some of the laminates tested in creep

did not match the predicted creep compllance which could have been

associated with damage. This subject of damage is large and very

complex and will require a long devoted effort.

In conjunction with damage, is the predlctlon of vlscoelastic

failure or time—to-rupture of composites. While this has been

previously studied [76] for graphite/epoxy system with some success,

there is still a tremendous amount of fundamental work to be done to

fully understand when and how failure will occur at extended perlods

of time.

Thls study chose to characterize the unidlrectional composite

lamina and then predict a.ny lamlnate constructed from lamina layers.

Another and more fundamental approach would be to characterize the

resin and fibers separately and then predict the lamina properties and

eventually the laminate properties. While thls approach has been used

for elastlc properties, it has not been accomplished for viscoelastic

properties. There are ma.ny additional variables at the micro level

that must be considered such as adhesion, debonding, chemical

interdispersion between fibers and matrix, etc, which will make the

task both difficult and challenging.

Conclusions

The composite industry has grown from being an infant who was

unable to support himself, to a teenager, who has a tremendous amount

of unrealized potential but still has a lot of learning to do. The
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long term material properties of composites need to be better

understood and methods to predict these properties, are vital to the

continued use and growth of these new materials. This study has hoped

to extend man’s knowledge and understanding of composite materials so

that they will be more fully utilized and their true potential can be

reached.
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Appendlx A

USER’S GUIDE AND REFERENCE MANUAL TO THE CURVE FITTING (CFIT)

PROGRAM FOR VISCOELASTIC ANALYSIS.

Thls guide Is to be used In conjunctlon with the CFIT (Curve

Fittlng) program that fits various models or curves to experimental

data In an easy and convenient fashion. The program was specifically

designed for flttlng experimental data to various nonlinear

vlscoelastic models such as the Flndley power law and the Schapery

Integral models. There are however other general curves that can also

be used, such as exponential, logarithmic, polynomial.

The user can Input the data through the keyboard or from a file

on disk. After chooslng a particular curve or model the program will

calculate and display the best curve for the data by means of a

1east—squared routlne for linear curve fits. Nonllnear curve flts are

accomplished by mlnimlzing the error between the calculated curve and

data points. Both the data and calculated curve can be viewed In

graphical form on the screen for visual Inspection.

The program was designed to be user friendly and self explanatory

which mlnlmlzes the need of a reference manual. The basic structure

of the program Is a menu system with three levels; the main, edit and

calculate menus. The program can detect most types of wrong or

illegal data and Informs the operator what should be done. The Input

choices and options of the program should be easily understood.
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System Regglrements and Proggam Start gg

The program currently wlll only run on a IBM PC or compatible

computer. The machine must have a Color Graphics Adapter (CGA), at

least 256 K memory and an 8087 math co-processor chip.

The distribution disk includes three files, CFIT.EXE, CGA.GI,

and LITT.CHR. The CFIT.EXE ls the executable program code and the

other two files CGA.BGI and LITT.CHR are used by the graphics routlnes

in the program. Both CGA.BGI and LITT.CH need to be on the default

drive of the computer system in order for the graphics to work

properly. The default drive (where the graphics programs are found)

can be changed within the program.

To run the program, insert the distribution disk into drive A.

Then type
’A:’

and hlt the return key (this causes drive A to be the

default drive). Next type the program name ’CFlT’ and hlt the turn.

The program will carry it from there.

Qpgrations

The program is split into three basic menus; the main, edit, and

calculatlon menus, which are detailed ln Fig. A.l. When the program

ls started, an introductory screen will appear, and then the main menu

4 will be displayed. The main menu ls where the user input data ls

entered. The menu selection is made by simply hlttlng the key that is

hlghllghted in blue on the screen. It can be upper or lower case lf a

letter character ls needed. Once a selection ls made, the program

will prompt the user for input lf needed. When prompted for input,
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type in the deslred value and hit the return. If Just the return is

hlt, the current or default value will remain. The input value can be

modified by using the backspace key before the return key ls hlt.

Main Menu

The main menu selectlons include Edit, Deflt, Save, New, Graph,

Calc, Qult, and BeepN.
'E’

will invoke the edit menu which ls

dlscussed ln the following section.
’D’

allows the default values for

the x—ax1s scale, x or y-axis in log form, curve coefficients, and the

graphic or default drive to be changed through a series of questions

will appear on the screen. The x·axis scale pertalns to how much of

the fltted curve and data will be shown on the screen during graphlng.

The default ls 1.2 which means 20% more of the curve past the last

data point in the x—ax1s direction will be shown. The value must

always be greater than 1. The y—ax1s scale is automatically scaled

and can’t be changed. Both the x—axis and y-axis are displayed in

normal or log form depending on if 'y' or 'n' is specified to the

questions 'X Log (Y/N)’ and
’Y

Log (Y/N)’. The default value 1s 'n',

which means all graphlng ls done in normal scale. The curve or model

variables can be changed by the user, which overrldes the calculated

variables, just before graphlng if the ’Change Coef’ ls answered
'y’.

This allows the operator to adjust manually the fitted curve. The

'Graphlc Drive', which tells the program where the graphic routlnes

are located, is assumed to be the current default drive of the system.

It can changed to any valid drive but both graphic routlnes, CGA.BGI
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and LITT.CHR, must be present on the new drive.

Returning to the main menu selection, the
’S'

command wIll save

the current data on disk. SImIlarly the,
’N'

command will retrleve

data from disk. Both commands will request the user to specify the

drive and file name. to store or retrieve the data. The current

directory of all files will be listed for the drive specified.

The command
’G’

wlll graph the curve flttlng results on the

screen for Inspection, however the curve must have been previously

calculated. Both the data and calculated curve will appear on the

curve. The calculation Is performed by using the command
’C’

which Is

more fully detailed In calculatlon section. The last commands
'Q’

and
’B’

allow the user to exit the program and to turn the beeper on

(BepY) or off (BepN), respectively. The beeper Is used to notlfy the

user when a calculation Is done or If there Is an error.

Edit Menu

The edit menu, accessed by pressing
’E’

at the main menu, lets

the user change, add, and delete data points that are used In curve

fltting process. The menu has four choices, Delete, Change, NumPts,

and Qult. The
’D’

command allows a complete data set, both x and y

value, to be deleted. The user wIll speclfy the data set·by Its

location, In ascending order, whIch Is shown on the screen. If
’0’

is

Inputted, then nothing will be deleted. After deletlons, the

remainlng data sets are resorted In ascending order for x values.

The
’C’

command will step through all data poInts In ascending
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order, and allows the user to modify one or all of the data points,

both x and y values. In order to add more data points the
’N’

command

ls used, which asks for the total number of data point sets with a

maximum of 500 and a minimum of 3. If the number is less than the

current number of points, then only those points up to the new number

are used. If the lnputted number is more than the current number then

extra points are added. In either case all points are resorted.

After the number of data points are increased, the
’C’

command can be

used to modify the added points. The
'Q’

command will return the user

to the main menu.

Calculation Menu

The calculation menu ls the heart of the program where the user

chooses which curve ls to be fltted to the data. There are currently

14 curve types to chose from which are briefly listed in Table A.1,

along with the command key used to access them. By hitting the key

indicated, the program will request information needed, if any, and

then calculate the best curve by the least-squares method. For the

nonlinear· curve fits, the error between calculated curve and data

points is minimized in addition to using the least—squares method for

the linear portion. The results are displayed in the form of an

equation, along with the y mean value, standard devlation, and

coefflcient of varlatlon.

The first five curves listed in Table B.1 are derived from the

power law of the form
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Table A.1. Curve Types Available in CFIT.

Egg Egg; Description
’1’

Power - Power Law with Spring Speclfled
’2’

Power/s - Power Law with Free Spring
’B’

Power/n — Power Law with Exponent Specified
’C’

Power/mn - Power Law with Exponent and Coefficient Specifled
'D’

Power/Yn — Power Law with Exponent and Spring Specifled
’5’

Recov - Creep Recovery Curve
’E’

RecovNL - Nonlinear Creep Recovery Curve
'A’

Prony - Prony Series
’3’

Prony/s - Prony Series with Free Spring
’4’

Prony/sd — Prony Series with Free Spring and Dashpot
’7'

Sinh - Hyperbolic Sine Curve
'8’

Poly - Polynomial Curve
’9’

Exp · Exponential Curve
’O'

Ln — Natural Logarithm Curve
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y = y; + mxn (A.1)

where yg, m and n are the curve flt constants that can be calculated
by the program and x and y are the data variables. The command 'l°

allows the user to specify y; and then the program will give m and n

for the best fit. °2' will calculate all three parameters, ya, m and

n for the given data.
’B’

allows the user to speclfy the exponent n,
’C'

lets m and n to be specified, and
’D’

allows yo and n to be

specified with the other parameters calculated by the program.

The
’5’

and
’E’

commands will fit the data to the following two

similar curves that are used in describing creep recovery and

nonllnear creep recovery data, respectively.

y = a [(1+A)n - An] (A.2)

y = a ((1+bA)n — (bA)°] (A.3)

where A = (x—x1)/xl and xl is the starting point for the curve. Fbr
’5',

Eq. A.2, the user must specify xi and a range of expect n values,

and then the program will calculate a and n values. For
’E’,

Eq. A.3,

x1 and n must be given, and a range of expected b values and then the

a and b will be calculated for the best fit.

Commands
’A', ’3’, ’4’,

will fit the data to a Prony Series type

curve of the form
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“
-1;/21y=y 1] +ct 1= 1,2,3..n (A.4)

° 1=1

where A ls called the relaxatlon time and n ls the total number of

Kelvin elements to be used in the curve fit model, which ls specified

by the user. The Ai are given by the user by speclfying the flrst

relaxatlon time, A1, and then speclfylng the lnterval multiple for

each of the following A’s. For exa.mp1e, if the user speclfies n = 4,

A1 = 10, and relaxatlon interval equal to 10, then A2 = A1•10 = 10•10

= 100, A3 =
A2•10

= 1,000, and A4 = 10,000. For
’A’,

the program will

calculate only the Di with yo =c = 0. For ’3' Di and yo are

calculated with c = 0. For
’4’

all parameters, Di, yo and c, are

calculated by the program.

The
’7’

command will fit the data to a hyperbollc sine curve of

the form

y = a•sinh(x/b) (A.5)

where a and b are the calculated parameters. The
’8’

will calculate

any degree of polynomlal equation desired to the data. The equatlon

form ls

. y = C° + Clx + Czxz + ...... + Cnxn (A.6)

where n ls called ’the number of terms' ln the program and must be

specified by the user and Ci are the coefficlents that are calculated.

Th: remalning two curves, Exp and Ln,
(’9’

and
’0’

respectively)
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are of the form

y = anebx (A.?)

y = a + b•Ln(x) (A.8)

with a and b the curve parameters determined by the program. The last

option is
’Q’

which allows the user to exit and return to the main

menu.



Appendix B

BACKWARD TRAPEZOIDAL METHOD

In chapter 3 the Backward Euler Method was used in solving the

nonlinear viscoelastic problem of orthotroplc composite laminates and

a detail derivatlon was given. The Backward Trapezoidal Method (BTM)

wlll be brlefly developed in this appendix.

Recall the basic differential equation, Eq. 5.8, of a single

Kelvin element

111Dq1; °_ _ 111€1; (B 1)kl 1; Al 111 1; A1 '
<1=1

where neu and klei} are the straln rate and straln, respectively,

Heu is the stress in each Kelvin element, 1, ply, k, compllance

dlrectlon, q, and rotated position, (1,,]). Using the BTM the

numerical approxlmation becomes

t+1 t 4 t+1c — e D ckl 1; kl 1;
=

l_ kl q1; °_e+1 _ kl 1;
At 2 Z[11 lu 1; Al

¤=1 _

111Dq1; 0;. _ 111s:; (B 2)
A kl lj A '1 1q=1

where At is the time step size, t+1 ls the new time and t is the old
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time. This can be rewritten as

1.+1 _ h
4

:,+1 h 4 1,
1:1°15

_
2A +h X1:1Dq15 1:1°'15 + 2A +h X1:1Dq15·1:1°'15

1 q=1 I q=1

2A -h
+ -

• et (B 3)
2Al+h 1:1 15 '

where h = At. When the nonlinear stress function is included

(Eq. 5.10) Eq A.3 becomes

t+1 t+1 t+1

(B4)2A1+h q_11:1 :115 1:1 15 q 1: 2A +h 1:1815 '

This can be further slmplified as

4
t+1 _ _

t+1 _
t+1 t

<1=1

where
Et

=

‘

C •f ( 0}) 0} + • ct
1:115 1:1 q15 qk 1:5 2A+h 1:115

q= 1

C =
h • D

1:1 q15 (2Al+h) 1:1 q15

t+1 t+10· = o·
1: 5 1:1 15
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Summlng all the creep strains together for each element in the series

of Kelvin element will give, similar to BBM,

3 n 4
c :+1 _ _ :+1 _ :+1 :

j=l l=1 q=1

From this point the derivation is the same as the BBM. As with the

BBM, the BTM is unconditionally stable for all time steps. It is a

second order method which will be more accurate than the BBM.
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USER’S GUIDE AND REFERENCE MANUAL TO THE VISCOELASTIC COMPOSITE

ANALYSIS PROGRAM (VCAP)

This manual is to be used in conjunction with ’VCAP’

(Viscoelastic Composite Analysis Program) which was written to help

design englneers predict viscoelastlc response of any general

laminate. The program allows the user to specify the laminate layup,

ln-plane loads or stresses, and the time span of the analysis. The

program requires the user to supply the lamina material properties

that make up the laminate. However, there are three materials

(graphite/epoxy T300/934 and T300/5280, and Kevlar/epoxy

Ke 49/Flberite 7714A) that have been characterized at Virginia

Polytechnic Institute and State University and are included as default

materials properties in the program.

The output will be the ln—plane stresses and stralns in the

global or local ply coordinate system as well as the compliance in the

load direction. This information can be viewed immediately in table

or graph form, or saved to disk for later viewing and editing.

The program was designed to be user friendly and self explanatory

which minlmlzes the need of a reference manual. The basic structure

of the program is a menu system with three levels, the main, edit and

output menus. The program can detect most types of wrong or illegal

data and informs the operator what should be done. The input choices
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and options of the program should be understood to someone involved

with vlscoelastic composite analysis with only minimal need of thls

reference.

System Regulrements and Program Start gp

The program currently will only run on a IBM PC or compatible

computer. The machine must have a Color Graphics Adapter (CGA), at

least 512 K memory and an 8087 math co-processor chip.

The distribution disk includes three files, VCAP.EXE, CGA.BGI,

and LITT.CHR. The VCAP.E1XE ls the executable program code and the

other two files CGA. BGI and LI'l‘T.Cl-IR are used by the graphics routlnes

in the VCAP program. Both CGA.BGI and LITT.CHR need to be on the

default drive of the computer system in order for the graphics to work

properly. The default drive can be changed within the program.

To run the program, insert the distribution disk into drive A.

Then type
’A:’

and hit the return (this causes drive A to be the

default drive). Next type the program name ’VCAP’ and hit the return.

The program will carry it from there.

Qgratlons

The, program is split into three basic menus; the main, edit, and

output menus, which are detailed in Fig. C.1. When the program is

started, two introductory screens will appear, and then the main menu

will be displayed. A menu selection ls made by simply hittlng the key

that ls highllghted in blue on the screen. It can be upper or lower
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case lf a letter character ls needed. Once a selectlon ls made, the

program will prompt the user for input lf needed. When prompted for

input, type ln the deslred value and hlt the return. If Just the

return ls hlt, the current or default value will remain. The input

value can be modified by using the backspace key before the return key

ls hlt.

Main Menu

The main menu selectlons include Edit, Load, Time, Ply, Calc,

Output, Qult, PrtN, and BepY.
’E’

will lnvoke the edit menu which ls

dlscussed ln the following section.
'L’

allows the ln—plane stresses

to be modified.
’T’

allows the start time, the number of steps per

decade, and the total number of decades to be specified. The mlnlmum

and maximum for the steps per decade ls 5 and 10 respectlvely. The

maximum total decades ls 22.
’P'

allows the lamlnate layup to be

changed. The number of plles can range from 1 to 6. The angle ls

restrlcted to >= -90° and <= 90° and the thlckness must be <= 999.9.
’C’

Begins the actual calculatlon process. The time required for an

analysis depends of the number of plles and the total number of

decades desired. An analysls of a 2 ply lamlnate for 6 decades takes

about one minute and for a 6 ply laminate for 22 decades lt takes

about one hour.
’O’

allows the results to be viewed or saved to disk

as explalned ln the output section.
’Q’

qults the program and takes

the user back to the DOS level.
’R’

activates the printer (PrtY) to

receive lntermedlate results as the program does the calculatlons.
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’B’
turns the beeper on (BepY) or off (BepN). The beeper is used to

notlfy the user when a calculatlon is done or if there ls an error.

Edit Menu

The edit menu lets the user change the material properties of the

basic lamina. The user can enter the Prony series coefflcients and

relaxatlon times directly or use a power law based model such as the

Schapery or Findley model. If a power law model is input, then the

program will generate the Prony series which is needed to perform the

analysis.

The selections for the edit menu include ChKel, NoKel, Units—Sl

or Units-Eng, Euler or EulMod, PowCv, ShF‘ac, ReCalcP, Quilt,

1:Ke/7714A, 2:T300/934, and 3:T300/5208.
’C'

allows the user to

directly input the Prony series coefficients and relaxation times

directly for each of the four material properties. The relaxation

times will be the same for each of the basic four directions or

material properties as dlctated by the program algorithm.
’N’

lets

the user change the total number of Kelvin elements or Prony series

terms to be included. This only applles for the Prony series input by

the user and not for the power law generated Prony series.
’U'

will

switch between SI and English which specifies the units and format on ·

input and output screens.
’E’

allows the user to switch between two

solution techniques, Euler and EulMod. The Euler stands for the

Backward or Implicit Euler method and EulMod stands for the Modified

Backward Euler Method. The Euler is a first order solution technique
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and EulMod ls a second order. The EulMod takes slightly more time but

is also slightly more accurate.
’P’

allows the user to speclfy the type of viscoelastic model to

be used and its coefflclent parameters. Currently there are three

cholces for models, the Schapery, Findley, and quadratic. The

Schapery model used is in the form of

S = sS0
0 lla6

which requires So, m, n, g°, gl, gz, and av parameters to be

specified. So, m and n are constants and g°, gl, gz, and av are

nonlinear stress functions. The go, gl, and gz functions are assumed

to be a billnear functions of the form

gi = 1 for 0 S 6 S b (C.2a)

gi = 1 + a(6—b) for b < 6 (C.2b)

where a and b are user input constants. The bilinear

function ls graphically shown in Fig. C.2. The constant b

and a represent the stress level at which nonlinear effects

begin and its rate, respectively. The av functions has a

exponential form
V

ak = 1 for O S 6 S b (C.3a)

ar rer b < 6 (c.ab)
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where again b ls the stress level at which the nonllnear stress

effects begin and a ls a type of rate constant for the nonllnear

effects. The exponential form restricts a_l_ from becomlng negative or

zero. Figure C.3 shows an example of a typical ar nonlinear stress

function.

For the Flndley model,

S0 0* m 0* n

there are five parameters, So, m, n, g, and f, all constants, that the

user must speclfy for each of the four material properties. The

parameters f and g are the nonlinearizing terms in the hyperbollc sine

function. The term 0* ls the current nonllnear stress parameter.

The simplest model is the quadratlc model of the form

s = s°[1+g·« 2] + m[1+f•0* 2]t“ (6.5)

Like tl*.e Findley model there are five parameters that need to be

specified, S°, m, n, g, and f, where 0 is the current nonlinear stress

parameter.

In addition to basic models, the user must speclfy the current

nonlinear stress parameter, 0*, for calculatlng the nonlinear

compliance. There are two options, the matrix octahedral shear stress

parameter, and actual stress. The matrix octahedral stress is a

combination of stresses in the matrix, both transverse and shear
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dlrectlons which ls used to calculate the S22 and S66 compliance
terms. For the Su and S12 terms, the actual stress ln the fiber
direction ls used. If the octahedral option is chosen, then the

matrix Poisson’s ratio must also be specified. For the second option,

actual stress, the stress in a particular direction ls used to

calculate that direction compliance, 1.e. , the fiber direction stress,

vl, is used for the Su and S12 terms, transverse flber stress, vz, ls
used for the S22 term, and the shear stress, o·12 is used to the $66
term.

’S’
allows the user to specify the temperature and the

temperature shift factor functions. The temperature is assumed to be

in degree celsius. There are three shift factor functions currently

available: a linear equation, the Willlams—Landel-Ferry equation, and

the Arrhenius equation. The user needs to input the constants that

correspond to a particular model. If the shift factor function is
U

unknown then the user can input zeros for all constants and no

shiftlng will take place.

There are currently three composlte materials and their

properties, stored in the program. These materials have been tested

and modeled at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University and

. can be accessed by the user by hittlng the
’1’, '2’,

or
’3’

number

key. The first material, tested and characterized by Gramoll}

1Gramo11, K.C., D.A. Dillard and H.F. Brinson, "Thermovlscoelastlc
Characterlzation and Prediction of Kevlar/Epoxy Composite Laminates,"
Conf Proc Qth

Symposium on Composite bhterials: Testing and Design,
Reno, Nevada, April, 1988.
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(accessed by key
’1*),

ls made from Kevlar 49 and 7714A Flberlte

epoxy. The Kevlar/epoxy data has shift factor functions, used for

temperature effects, which are automatically loaded with the material

properties. The second material, key *2*, ls graphlte T300/934 epoxy

composlte system that was tested and analyzed by Griffith and

Dlllardz. The last material system available is graphlte T300/5208

epoxy that was characterlzed by Tuttle3. There are no shlft factor

function available for either graphlte/epoxy material system.

’R’
will recalculate the Prony series from the user entered

model. The Prony series should be recalculated after all changes to

the model and shift factor function parameters have been completed.

The program uses the Prony series and not the power law models in its

analysis. The number of terms ln the series that are calculated

depends on the number of decades the analysis is to be performed,

which ls specified in the main menu under "I‘ime*. *0* will return the

user back to the main menu.

Output Menu

The output menu ls accessed through the main menu. The user can

view the analysis results in table form or in graph form. The options

in the menu are Comp, EpsG, SlgG, EpsL, SigL, TauOct, WtF'lle, RdF1le,

2Dlllard, D.A., D. H. Morris and H.F. Brlnson, "Creep and Creep Rupture
of Lamlnated Graphite/Epoxy Composites“, VPI&SU Report VPI-E-81-3,
March 1981.

3Tuttle, M. E. and H. F. Brlnson, "Accelerated Vlscoelastlc
Characterlzatlon of T300/5208 Graphite—Epoxy Laminates", VPI&SU Report
VPI—E—84—9, March 1984.
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and Quit. The following gives a brief description of each command

'C' Compliance in the load direction only
’1’

Strain in the global coordinate system (lamlnate)
’2’

Stress in the global coordlnate system (laminate)
’3’

Strain in the local coordinate system (lamina or ply)
’4’

Stress in the local coordinate system (lamina or ply)
’T’

Matrix octahedral shear stress in each ply

For each of the above cholces, the results will be shown in table

form. The information can be scrolled up and down, and lf there ls

multiple plies, lt can be scrolled sideways between plles, by using

the arrow keys. The data can be graphed by hittlng
’G’.

After the

graphing the table form reappear. There are two possible options in

the graphlng, material property direction (1 to 4) and if all plles

will be graphed together or separately. To return to the basic output

menu Just hlt
’E’

for Exit.

The other options on the output menu are WtFile and RdFlle.

These commands allow the user to write the results to disk or to read

a prevlously saved result back into the program for viewing and

graphing. The file is written in ASCII format which allows it to be

accessed by almost all other work processing, spread sheet, and

graphlng program packages. A third command on this menu ls DefDrv ·

which allows the user to change the default drive where the graph

drivers are located.
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USER’S GUIDE AND TECHNICAL REPORT FOR THE AUTOMATED CURVE

SHIFTING (ACS) PROGRAM

The computer program, Automated Curve Shiftlng (ACS), was

developed for automating the curve shifting process that is used in

many engineering applications. The basic concept is the shifting of

multiple curves horizontally to form a single curve. Figure D.1a

shows this concept for a horizontal shlfting process and how a new

master curve can be formed. Curve shifting by hand ls a time

consuming and tedious job, which requires curves to be shifted by

trial and error. One area of engineering that curve shlfting ls used

extenslvely is polymer science, which uses the Time—Temperature-

Superposition-Principle (TTSP) relating temperature and time. This

allows long—term mechanical response of polymer materials to be

deduced from short-term test results through the curve shifting of

different temperature level tests.

The program described in this report has the ability to shift up

to 30 curves of 54 data points each to construct a single master

CUPVB. The user can override the automatic shifting and manually

input the shift factors for each curve. In both cases the results can

be viewed and graphed on the computer screen. The program has the

ability to read data from a disk file or let the user enter the data

through the program’s editor. The data can be viewed and edited at

278
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a.ny time while the program is running. The data can be saved to disk

for later use and reference. The overall design of the program was

for user—friendllness and ease of use. The program ls self

explanatory and menu driven. There ls error checklng and reporting to

help the user understand any mistakes.

The sections that follow are mainly for reference only and are

not necessary to operate the program. The first section describes the

method of solution and the algorlthm used to automate the curve

shlfting process and the second section explalns the overall operation

and use of the program ACS along with its limitatlons.

Shiftlgg Method and Algorlthm

The basic idea of curve shiftlng ls to match a series of curves,

one on top of another, to form a new curve called a master curve.

Although the master curve is actually made up of many shorter,

over-lapplng curves lt should resemble a single curve with a minimum

of projections from the individual curves. The objective of curve

shifting ls to find the best shift factor, ar, between any two

overlapplng curves that allows the two curves to lay on top of

oneanotherwith a minimum mlsallgnment (Fig. D.1b). A human is able to

discern any misallgnment. quickly through visual inspectlons but a

numerical method ls necessary ln order for a computer to perform this

same task. Thus, ln order to automate this curve shiftlng process, an

algorithm must first be developed.

One method to mlnlmlze any misallgnment between curves is based
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on minimizing the area between the two respective curves. Figures D.2

and D.3 show two methods to calculate the area between any two over

lapping curves which can be easily implemented on a computer. The

first method, called x—axis method, is to find the area between the

overlapplng section of each curve and the x—axis as shown in Fig. D.2

and then take the absolute difference between each area. If A: and A;

are the respective areas, then the basic objectlve function to be

minlmized would be

Minlmlze | A; — A; | (D.1]

Simllarly, the second method, called the y—axis method, finds the area

between two curves by taking the absolute difference between the

respective curves and the y-axls (Fig. D.3). The objective function

becomes

Minimlze | A: — A; | (D.2)

Although the x—axis and y—ax1s methods are similar ln

implementation for any two overlapping curves, the y-axis method is

unconditlonally stable whereas the x-axis method is not. The unstable

condition for x—axis method is due to having two minimums for equatlon

(D.1). .The first minimum, and the one deslred, occurs when the two

curves are closely aligned. However a second minimum occurs when

curve 2 is shifted past the last point on curve 1 causing Eq. D.1 to

become O. Although this over—shift1ng of the second curve past the

first curve happens rarely, the possibility still exists and has
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happened on test cases. The y—axls method does not suffer from this

double minimum problem regardless of how far the curves are shifted.

It should be noted that both methods do not give the same exact

shift value for the same curves. The x—axis method will always give a

higher value than the y-axis method. However the difference between

the two values ls less than 1% for actual TTSP curves and if the

difference is greater than 2-3% then the shiftability of the curves ls

in question.

Because of the stability problem of the x—axis method, the y-axls

method was chosen to be used in the ’ACS’ program. In all test cases

the y—axis method gave excellent shift factors and matched those

obtained by other graphlcal methods.

The trapezoldal rule was used ln calculatlng the areas between

the overlapping curves and the y-axis. The curves are not contlnuous

functions but a collection of data points and when the word ’curve’ is

used it refers to the data points. In all calculatlons the data

points are used in calculating and minimizing areas. When an end

point of one curve does not coincide with a data point in the

over-lapping curve, then linear interpolation ls used to obtain a new

data point. This new point ls needed at each end of the over—lapping

curves in order to use the trapezoldal rule at the end points. ·

The Bracketing and Golden Section methodsl were used together to

find the minimum area difference between the curves to be shifted.

1Haftka, R.T. and Kamat, M.P., Elements of Structural Qptlmizatlon,
Martlnus Nijhoff Publ., Boston, 1985, pp 84.
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The Bracketing method starts with the shift factor, ar, at zero and

then marches in a geometrlc manner ln the positive direction until the

minimum ls bracketed. After the minimum is bracketed then the Golden

Section search method is used to approach the minimum. When a.ny two

successlve aT values are less than
10-6

apart, then the search is

terminated. The Golden Search method ls very similar to the Blsection

method but converges more rapldly. A flow chart showing this

procedure is given in Fig. D.4.

One llmltation of the algorithm used is its restrlction to

positive shift factors, 1.e. curves can only be shifted right.

Another limitation is only positive data points can be used. This ls

due to the x—ax1s being converted to log scale which then prohiblts

any negative numbers. Also note that the algorithm assumes the

objective function being minimlzed ls unimodal, or that is has only

one minimum. Although a well behaved set of shiftable curves are

unlmodal, there might be more than one minimum lf there ls scatter in

the data. However, even with uneven data. the multiple mlnimums that

might be present would be very closely spaced and the value for aT for

each of these minlmums would be nearly the same.

Progrg
’ACS’

Program Description and Use ·

The Automated Curve Shiftlng (ACS) computer program was designed

to aid the englneer or sclentist in shiftlng multiple curves to obtaln

a master curve without using the time consumlng and tedious graphlcal

method. Since curve shiftlng ls empirical in nature and that there is
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Fig. D.4 Basic Flow Short for 'ACS' Program.
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more than one possible curve shiftlng method, any values obtained from

ACS should be only as a starting point in deriving a shift factor

function. The program itself ls designed to be self explanatory and

user friendly so that anybody could use it with a minimum knowledge of

computers. ACS uses menus to guide the user through all aspects of

the program. The data can be read from disk or input directly through

the keyboard. The automated shiftlng capabilltles can be overrldden by

the user and all results can be viewed in graphlcal form.

The basic procedure to use the program is input data, calculate

the shift factors for each curve and then vlsually view the results.

However, to help the user to accomplish those basic three tasks, there

are other options available. Figure D.5 shows the main menu and

submenu selectlons that are possible. The following paragraphs will

explaln each option and menu selections along with their llmitatlons.

Each command is chosen by hitting the letter of the command or the

blue hlghlighted letter.

The ’Retrieve’ function allows the user to import a data file on

disk that ls written ln ASCII format. The program will first ask for

the disk drive letter were the data file ls stored and will then

display all current files on that disk to aid the user in chooslng the

proper data file. The user will then type the desired file name and

hit return. If no name is entered then the default file, called

’MAT.DAT’, will be retrieved. Data files can be constructed from the

’Edit’ and ’Save’ commands in this program or from any word processor

or editor. However, the data must be in the format shown in Table
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D.1, however the column posltions are not critical. The maximum

number of curves that can be fltted at one time ls 30 and the maximum

number of data points permitted per curve is 54.

Table D.1 Sample Data File Format (Column Not Crltlcal).

Actual File Comments

3 6- number curves (30 max)
4 6- number of data points in 1st curve (54 max)

10 20 6- 1st data point in 1st curve
100 30 6- 2nd data point in 1st curve
200 40 6- 3rd data point ln 1st curve
500 50 6- 4th data point in 1st curve

3 6- number of data points in 2nd curve
10 25 6- 1st data point in 2nd curve

100 38 6- 2nd data point in 2nd curve
200 50 6-- 3rd data point in 2nd curve

3 6- number of data points in 3rd curve
10 28 6- ist data point ln 3rd curve

100 40 6- 2nd data point in 3rd curve
200 65 6- 3rd data point in 3rd curve

The
’Save’

command is the opposite of the ’Retrieve’ command.

All data that ls currently being used in the program will be saved on

disk ln ASCII format. The program will ask what disk drive will to be

used and the name of the data file. If no name ls given, then the

default name of ’MAT.DAT’ will be used.

‘
The user can enter new data or change existing data with the

'Edit’ command. A submenu of editor commands wlll appear at the

bottom of the screen. At the top of the screen the current curve

number and the total number of curves is shown. In the submenu, the

’Next’ and ’Previous’ commands allow the user to page through the
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individual curves, until the deslred curve appears. Each time these

two commands are used the screen is rewrltten with the new curve data.

All editing will be done only on the current curve. To change the

value of any data point, use the ’Change' command. The program will

highlight each data point in sequence and allows the user to change

the value. However, only positive values can be used. To get out of

the change mode, simply go through all data points and after the last

point, the program will automatically exit. The data will be

automatically sorted by the x data value so that the lowest value will

be first the largest will be last.

The ’Erase’ command in the 'Edit’ submenu allows the user to

delete any particular data point in the current curve data file or to

delete complete curves. Upon using this command, a second submenu

will appear with three entries, ’Point', ’Curve’, and ’Return’. If

’Po1nt’ is used, the program will ask which data point of the current

curve should be deleted. If there is no point to be erased then enter

0, which allows the user to escape. The number of the data point to

be deleted must be greater or equal to 0 and not more than the total

number of data points. If there are only two data points then the

program will not permit any data points to be deleted. The ’Curve’

command asks the user which curve should be deleted. Again 0 means

delete no curves and the curve number must be a positive integer and

not more than the total number of curves. Also if there are only two

curve files, then no curve can be deleted. ’Return’ simply returns

the user to the ’Edit' submenu.
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The remainder of the commands in the ’Edlt’ submenu are 'Data

Po1nts’, ’Total Curves’, and ’Return'. To change the total number of

data points in the current curve use ’Data Polnts’ command and to

change the total number of curves use ’Total Curves’, In both cases

the program will display the old number and request the new number.

The program does not actually erase any data if the number of data

points or curves are reduced but just lgnores the data. Thus, the

user can change back to the original number of data points or curves

and retrieve any data. The ’Return’ will place the user back to the

main menu.

Back to the main menu, the 'Calc’ command will begin the

automatic curve shifting routine for all curves. This procedure will

take about 15 seconds for each curve to be shifted, assumlng that the

8087 co-processor chip is installed. The results will be displayed as

the calculatlon precedes. The program only shifts curves right or in

the positive direction. In other words there is no negative shift

values allowed ln the calculatlon process. If the minimlzatlon

process takes more than 100 iterations then an error message will be

displayed and the automatic shifting process will be stopped. The

’Manual’ command allows the user to change the shift factors or input

new ones. It will accept negative values but care needs to be used · ·

since the graphing ls in log time.

The
’Graph’

command is used to graph the results of the program

and to vlsually examlne the results. The user will specify the first

curve and the last curve of any group of sequentlal curves to be
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graphed. The default will graph curve 1 through the total number of

curves. The user can request a hard copy to be printed on any Epson

RX, FX or IBM Graphics printer. The current programs supports only

the Color Graphics Adapter (CGA) type of color monitor. The last

command 'Qu1t' will exit the program.

Comments and Conclusions

This program was designed as a tool to aid the englneer and

sclentist in curve shlfting and developing master curves by automatlng

the process. The program automatically shifts cu.rves by minimizlng

the area difference between the two curves. The program is written to

be user friendly and easy to use. The data can be input by the user

through the program’s editor or can be read in directly from disk. In

both cases the data can be changed and edited within the program. The

results can be graphed immediately on the screen for inspections and

adjustment by the user. The maximum number of curves that can be

shifted at one time is 30 and each curve can have up to 54 data

points.

The shifting algorlthm used mlnimizes the area difference between

the over lapping portions of any two curves. The minimum is located

first by the Bracketing method and the refined by using the Golden

Section Search method. Each curve is shifted to the rlght of the

previous curve. This method is empirically based and thus care should

be taken with the results and should be checked graphically.
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